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Introduction
I remember during the first week of rehearsals for Reagan Kelly at NIDA, the 
director Ben Schostakowski (walking two paces in front of me) posed an open 
question to the universe — “who is Regan Kelly?” — his voice a peculiar mix of 
Kelsey Grammar and Norma Desmond.

At the time (and to this day) that question sounded like a cliche, however 
it’s proved to be an enduring one. When writing this play, I used to ramble 
uninterrupted about Reagan’s many complexities — normally after a pint with 
the other NIDA writers — but nowadays I just say, “look, she’s the name I gave 
to a kind of depression I was in.” It’s not a bad answer though I’m unsure if it’s 
the truth — sometimes I think I just say that because it sounds good …

Unlike most of my creations, Reagan stepped out of my unconscious fully-
formed, speaking in her own voice, which she used to tell me what to do. 
Make no mistake, we experienced some difficulties when it came to all that 
playwriting-crap, but Regan presented with confidence and I assumed she knew 
what to do. Upon reflection, the whole experience is kind of a creative anomaly 
for me that has never repeated itself with the same intensity.  

Reagan seemed to connect with some audiences in a unique way. To this day, I 
still sometimes receive an email or be approached by someone in a foyer who just 
wants to say, “I loved Reagan Kelly.” These moments often find me when I need 
an ego boost — when am I not? — but, nowadays I try to pay more attention to 
the person speaking to me, rather than just enjoying the praise … She’s normally a 
young woman, who says that this show was one of her first “good” experiences at 
the theatre, followed by some remark Reagan being complex, bitchy, but relatable. 

On the cover of this publication, you’ll see REAGAN KELLY’s name printed in big 
letters, with my name in a smaller font underneath. That seems appropriate to me. 

Lewis Treston
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Foreword
When Tolstoy wrote “All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is 
unhappy in its own way” he must have been thinking about the Kellys. It seems 
that each one of them, the well-meaning but empathy-bypassed father, Ewan; 
his frazzled, undiagnosed OCD suffering wife, Kristy; the twins, sexually 
bewildered Olly and his sister, the much-too-conscious-for-her-own-good, 
Reagan, not to mention the permanently hysterical dog, Felicity, have all been 
locked in this suburban hell together to inflict their own individual suffering on 
everybody else trapped there with them, and on any other hapless victims who 
stumble in through the unhinged back door.

Much to the amusement of the attendant audience.

This is an hilarious play, both in performance and as a text. Wit, banter and 
truth-bombs are thrown with gleeful indifference, showing that even a modest 
family home in outer Brisbane is a suitable crucible to prove the continuing 
pertinence of Sartre’s dictum, “Hell is other people.” This is theatre as 
evisceration; theatre as blood sport, theatre for which the word comedy seems 
strangely inappropriate, but which nevertheless is as side-splintingly funny as 
it is heartbreakingly real. The desolation of these lives is laid bare with all the 
precision of an anatomist, with no-one escaping unscathed. Normal dishonesty, 
hypocrisy and ordinary, soul numbing bad faith are exposed as the very essence 
of Middle Australia, with Reagan Kelly at the centre of it, seeing all and feeling 
every moral and intellectual failure like a stone crushing the life out of her, or 
rather, like a stone rammed hard down on the tomb of her youthful existence 
from whose pointlessness and enforced idiocy she is so desperate to escape. 
Even if that means suicide. But even that is ineptly handled and comically 
doomed, like all the other thwarted plans of these poor benighted inmates, to 
abject failure robbing her even of the dignity of tragedy, which is reserved for far 
more noble figures than we damned fools down here. 

But Reagan has her revenge, her little apocalyptic Valhalla moment. And while 
it, too, seems comic, futile and ultimately self destructive in a petulant, pathetic 
way, it at least offers a view of what lies beyond the kitchen. And what does lie 
beyond it? Well, other kitchens, and other suburban houses and backyards filled 
with other mad dogs and hysterical families rushing futilely about struggling 
with the enormity of the world and our inability to be happy within it. But 
beyond all that, there is something else as well, something which Reagan and 
her twin double, poor deluded and tragically dishonest Olly, himself split by his 
desire to live the normal life so richly exposed here as being totally insane while 
at the same denying the real truth of his life and his desire; and what the two 
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of them see together, beyond the mayhem and stupidity of the world and their 
ridiculous choices is the immensity of what might be, and of what lies beyond. 
What they see, in other words, is what Kant called the sublime, and it is to this 
sublime that Lewis Treston wishes us to raise our eyes in the hope that one day, 
we may save our souls and at last step through the world of our self-inflicted 
misery to enter the world of the profound real.

Stephen Sewell
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Notes
Characters

REAGAN 25, single, unemployed, lives at home with her parents, 
waspish, sharp as a razor and just as dangerous.

GUY 19, open, non-judgemental, cute in an accidental sort of way, 
not quite as naive as he seems, should look as though he 
watches a lot of movies. 

HUGH 26, often finds himself attempting to lighten to mood despite 
himself, funny but sad.

OLIVER 25, could be described as a “nice boy”, attractive but not overtly 
so, tall, should possibly wear glasses. 

BIANCA 24, has lived all over the world but longs for suburbia, so sweet 
you almost can’t trust it, could be considered a real catch.

KRISTY 50, looks ok for her age, mystified by her own emotions, when 
something is wrong with her she’s the last person to know.

EWAN 52, whenever he speaks for more then two sentences he normally 
comes across as a bit odd, endearing but totally undependable. 

Note: The characters in Reagan Kelly should be played like incredibly well-drawn 
caricatures, which at times become all too real. 

Setting

2013. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 

Note on text

A — at the end of a sentence indicates a cut-off line. 
A / indicates a point of interruption, the performer however should continue 
speaking until the end of the line. 
A … at the end of a sentence indicates a character trailing off. 
Reagan’s opening and closing monologues have been staged using video live-feed 
to create a cinematic impression of the events. This approach was quite successful 
however it isn’t mandatory. 
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Reagan Kelly

ACT ONE: THE EASTER LONG-WEEKEND
SCENE 1: HOLY THURSDAY

When REAGAN speaks to the audience she is essentially 
providing the audio commentary to her life. It should feel as if the 
world is happening around REAGAN but she really isn’t part of 
it. The sound and lighting states should shift to best represent the 
changes in location, however, primarily the audience should be 
transfixed on REAGAN herself. The ensemble may assist in the 
creating a stylistic representation of the evening.

REAGAN I need to get fucked-up. So. Naturally. I’m heading out. City 
first then the Valley. That’s the plan but we will see where we 
land. Dress. Shoes. Hair. Face. Done. Mirror. Better … not 
perfect, but … better. Pour half a bottle of mum’s vino into 
an oversized wine glass someone gave me for my eighteenth. 
Drink two glasses whilst trawling through Facebook looking 
for someone to fall in love with. 

A dark and seedy bar. 

 Cocktails at Fat Louie’s first. Just for a laugh. Why does this 
place always stink? There’s Hugh, perched at the bar slurping 
away at his cheap martini. Some juvenile tries to chat me up 
as I order my ten dollar Long Island. “Have you ever been to 
Long Island beautiful”. Are these kids really eighteen? What 
kind of line is that anyway? Hugh can’t take his eyes off some 
American backpackers trying to make sense of our “crazy 
money”. Those horny high school graduates are hollering out 
to us. What cunts. Why do I feel so old? “Hey … ! Hey …! 
Show me some I.D. you fucking pipsqueaks”! Give them the 
finger and tell Hugh we are leaving. 
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The street. 

 Bum a smoke out front from a group of plastered tradies 
arguing with a cabbie. But I’m not a smoker … Fuck 
it. I’m buying a pack. Menthol super slims feel better 
between my fingers. Because they taste like melted old 
minties I’ve somehow been able to convince myself they 
have less cancer. Surprise-surprise! Hugh wants to go to 
The Beat.

Back seat of a taxi.

 Taxi. “Fortitude Valley”. Need to pee. Traffic. Meter beeps. 
Really need to pee. “Here’s fine”. Eftpos. Declined. Hugh’s 
card. Approved. Of course I don’t want a receipt. 

The Beat. Music. 

 I.D. Cover charge. Walk in. That same smell only different. 
Must be some industrial strength chemical cleaner that 
strips the floors of sweat, spit, vomit, blood, pus, seamen 
or whatever else people excrete here. Hugh instantly spots 
someone he once went home with … Left by the bar … 
Someone who is friends with someone who thinks she 
knows me shouts “vodka shots” and I pounce. Take the 
shot. Mouth burning in the best possible way. “Aren’t 
you Reagan Kelly? The Reagan Kelly who smashed a 
cuckoo clock at that party one time” … She knows me. 
Lesbo sitting beside me suggests we all do wet pussy shots 
together. Not the worst line of the night. Why not? She’s 
hot-ish and I’m not nearly drunk enough. Some old guy 
has now cornered Hugh by the vodka slushie machines. 
Shot the wet pussy. Drag Hugh away from the senior. 
Smoking area. 

Hazy smoking area.  
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 … Light my smoke from the wrong end … Kick it under 
the table without anyone noticing. Light another. That 
lesbian is tracking me. Hugh moans about some shit, takes 
the cigarette from my mouth, drags and looks miserable 
… I need another drink. Wet Pussy Lesbian now known as 
Grace buys us all Smirnoff Double Blacks. I can taste the 
alcohol. That’s new … I must be getting —

Dance floor. Strobe lighting. Insanely loud music.  

 AHHHHHHHHH! Why are we dancing?! Some midget 
beefcake is grinding on top of Hugh, who has his pissed 
grin on. I can see the spray tan rubbing off against this guy’s 
collar. Grab Hugh’s shoulder and he gives me this peculiar 
expression and I decide to leave him be with his Gold Coast 
hobbit. Grace is groping my ass. Where are all the straight 
vultures? Grace is kissing me now and it barely feels like 
a thing that’s happening. Why do I even come out? Grace 
sticks her tongue in — what am I even looking for? Grace 
wants me to pretend I’m into this, except — who’s that chick 
… ? Studs all across her face. Shaved head on one side. She 
sips what looks like straight rum. Served neat. No ice. She’s 
watching me. I look back. I kiss Grace hard. Pull away. 
Grace nuzzles my fucking neck and I look back and Punk 
Girl. Punk Girl is still watching me … Shit. Need to pee. 

Club bathrooms. 

 Club toilets are the worst … Unoccupied … Engaged … 
Pee … Breathing through my nose I try and make sense 
of a message … How is it only ten thirty something? 
[Persistent trickle of pee] Flush. Unoccupied. Wash … 
hands. I see myself in the mirror and I feel sober for the 
first time in hours … Lipstick coming off … Open my 
clutch looking for … [Deep breath] Throw up in the sink. 
Girl beside me. How long has she been there? She asks if 
I’m OK. Ignore her. Turn the hot water on and wash my 
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sick down the drain. Girl brings me some paper towel and 
I wipe my face. It’s coarse. She says she recognises me. 
When did I become a celebrity? “Wait … don’t tell me … ” 
How has this city gotten so small? “Are you Reagan Kelly? 
Oh my God! You were school captain when I was like in 
year eight!”. Paint my lips red and say nothing. “Actually … 
no … that can’t be you” … 

The heart of the club. Music. Noise. Mania. 

 I see Punk girl — what — whiskey now — “I FEEL LIKE 
A FUCKING PIRATE”! Punk Girl looks as though she is 
laughing but I can’t hear anything except for myself and 
this fucking awful music!

The music cuts to a low static. REAGAN seems confused, 
almost frightened. She staggers on the spot bemused, 
before the music eventually starts back up and the fanfare 
of dance floor lights surge back into action. 

 What? Grace again! She looks pissy. Why does she have 
her hands on my waist? “Hands off Grace”. Where’s … 
Hugh? I want Hugh. Where’s — what — yes. There. I find 
him. I find Hugh. I tell him to guard my cigarettes. Some 
assholes I don’t recognise tells me that I should go home, 
but I — Grace buys us all more drinks! Some syrupy 
champagne. But I can’t taste anything. Just bubbles. Grace 
actually has a fat ass. Punk Girl’s silver tongue piercing in 
my mouth tapping against my permanent retainer. I can 
hear it in my inner ear like a skate board grinding down a 
hand rail. I like this. I can feel Grace seething. I like that! 
Punk Girl slips her hand underneath my bra — do lesbians 
even like boobs? Some guy appears and says “that’s so 
fucking hot”. Grace storms off and I’m suddenly graceless. 
“MORE WHISKEY MORE WHISKEY”. 

REAGAN loses consciousness. The music cuts out and the 
lights go to black. 
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SCENE 2: GOOD FRIDAY
GUY’s bedroom. REAGAN and GUY are asleep in bed in 
the wake of a severe hangover. Long pause before REAGAN 
violently springs awake. 

REAGAN Ahhh — fuck!

GUY What is it?

REAGAN I’m awake now. 

REAGAN slowly crawls out of bed and finds her feet — 
drunken pain radiating all through her body.

 I need a Panadol.

GUY Check in the — in the … thing.

REAGAN The draws?

GUY Bingo.

REAGAN opens a draw, finds a pack of Panadol and takes 
two. REAGAN lights a cigarette and starts to smoke. 

 How can you smoke — it’s like thirty-five degrees?

REAGAN The heat doesn’t bother me. We’re Gen Y. Aren’t you used to 
extreme heat and natural disasters yet? When the Brisbane 
River flooded a few years back I thought to myself, ‘well, 
about time’. I was relieved that a catastrophe finally found it’s 
way to my own hometown. 

GUY begins to dress himself; he is less self-conscious about 
his body. REAGAN watches GUY out of the corner of her 
eye, he notices, she pretends she wasn’t looking. 

 [Stashes the Panadol] I’m taking the pack for the journey.

GUY Jeeze! Two secs. Let me sober up and we can get some brekky. 
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REAGAN I’m fine … [Checks her phone; it’s out of battery] Dead. 
Do you have a —

GUY Yeah. Give her here. 

REAGAN passes GUY her phone and he plugs it into the 
charger by his bed. 

 Actually … everything is going to be closed today … 
for breakfast …

REAGAN That’s fine. I’ve got to / get going anyway …

GUY But I’ve got some eggs, gluten-free bread and I think my 
house mate has some bacon, and I’ve got this great mustard.

REAGAN Well, I’m sorry to miss out on, the mustard, but it’s too 
soon for breakfast. Ok Casanova?

GUY What do you mean? It’s nearly eleven thirty. 

REAGAN How’s my phone doing?

GUY Some other time then?

REAGAN Sure —

GUY Well how about tomorrow? Things will be open again.

REAGAN I can’t. I’ve got to … you know — there’s this thing, this 
important thing that I just need to do on Saturday, this 
Saturday —

GUY Oh, a thing!

REAGAN Yes! A thing. Exactly. Big thing. 

GUY Right. [Checks his diary] Well I’m busy Sunday so that’s 
out. Family thing.

REAGAN Well, look, I’m busy too — so, let’s just see what happens. 
You’ve got my number / so just …
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GUY Actually I don’t. [Grab’s REAGAN’S phone and types a 
message into it] But you … have mine. [His phone beeps] 
And now I have yours. 

REAGAN Aren’t you clever.

GUY Let me drive you home. 

REAGAN Ok, listen … what’s your — again?

GUY My name?

REAGAN Yes — your name?

GUY Guess?

REAGAN Dan —

GUY Negative. Guess again —

REAGAN Patrick —

GUY Again —

REAGAN Corey —

GUY How about Pablo? Guess / Pablo. 

REAGAN [Hides a smile] Francis. 

GUY Francis … really? I look like a Francis?

REAGAN I’m going. My phone. 

GUY Wait — hang on — what are you … What’s up? Are you 
doing the whole ‘hard to get’ thing, or —

REAGAN / Oh Jesus …

GUY Are you trying to brush me off because you’re actually 
taking this kind of seriously and / you want to see …
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REAGAN Oh God! No. I’m … We had a fun time and if we see each 
other around we see each other around. Ok?

GUY Hang on … It’s because I’m nineteen isn’t it?

REAGAN You’re nineteen? 

GUY Yeah, I’m nineteen.

REAGAN What the fuck? Does this make me a sexual predator?

GUY Hey! That’s not funny. My uncle was a paedophile. 

REAGAN Wow … My phone.

GUY [Holding the phone] Not ‘til you remember my name. You 
joked about it the whole night. Come on. You made a joke 
of my name. Think.

REAGAN Hmm — yeah — got nothing. 

GUY “Just another” …

REAGAN Guy … [Laughs to herself] “Just, another, guy”. 

GUY hands the phone to REAGAN.

GUY Nice to meet you Reagan Kelly. 

REAGAN My parents live in Ashgrove. You can drop me at the end 
of the street. I’m in charge of the music. Don’t try and kiss 
me when I get out of the car. Deal?

GUY Deal.

REAGAN Let’s go. 

GUY [Fist pumps] Yes!

REAGAN Don’t do that.

REAGAN and GUY get out of there. 
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SCENE 3: EASTER SATURDAY
A supermarket. BIANCA and OLIVER push a trolley 
down the confectionery aisle. 

V/O Garry Thomas to the service desk, Garry Thomas to the 
service desk

OLIVER is tapping away on his phone. 

BIANCA Turtle … ?

OLIVER Yeah?

BIANCA Nothing, it’s just … so your mum said we should be there 
by one o’clock tomorrow, right?

OLIVER Yeah.

BIANCA Right … [OLIVER returns to his phone] I was just 
wondering if she said anything else.

OLIVER Did you want me to read you the message?

BIANCA What! No — that’s — crazy … ! But, just out of — just 
cause you mentioned it really, what / does the …

OLIVER [Checking his phone] “One o’clock should be good”. 

BIANCA Right … so the party kicks off at one then?

OLIVER Maybe …

BIANCA Well it either does or it doesn’t Turtle. What time does it 
normally start?

OLIVER I don’t — err — well, people normally start showing up 
around three, four … five o’clock sometimes. Did you 
want me to text her and ask?

BIANCA What? No! She said one, we’ll be there at one … This is 
good Turtle. This is what’s supposed to happen. She wants 
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to see us. Both of us. There, together. This is good Turtle — 
this is going to go well!

OLIVER I bet she’s really looking forward to meeting you.

BIANCA We’ve met —

OLIVER More officially / I mean …

BIANCA I’m sorry — I’m sorry — I’m sorry … it just, frustrates, me 
that you’d say she’s looking forward to meeting me when 
we’ve actually met before … it suggests that you think she 
won’t remember me. 

OLIVER Does it … ? [She nods] What I probably meant was that 
Dad would be looking / forward to …

BIANCA I’ve met him as well! 

OLIVER No you haven’t —

BIANCA Yes I have. Two months ago when he came round to drop 
off the mower …

OLIVER spots the engagement ring on BIANCA’s fingers. 

OLIVER What’s that / on your finger …

BIANCA [Conceals the ring] I just wanted to wear it out, ok? I’m 
sorry. I just wanted that feeling of walking out of the house 
with an engagement ring on my finger. You know I wear 
it around the house sometimes when you’re not there? I 
try it on, have a long bath, go into our bedroom, browse 
properties online … I’m ready to nest, Turtle. 

OLIVER Just don’t wear it to the party.  

BIANCA Why?

OLIVER … What?
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BIANCA They’re going to find out anyway. Why wait?

OLIVER Because … just … just because —

BIANCA It’s because you think they won’t like me, / isn’t it?

OLIVER Don’t say that — they’re going to love you.

BIANCA And that’s important to you?

OLIVER No. This decision has nothing to do with them —

BIANCA So why wait to tell them?

OLIVER Because you haven’t met / them yet …

BIANCA I’ve met them both —

OLIVER They haven’t had the chance to get to know you — you 
haven’t had the chance to get to know them either.

BIANCA And why not?

OLIVER Because …

BIANCA Because?

OLIVER It just didn’t happen.

BIANCA So why ask me to marry you?

OLIVER Because I want to marry you … ! I’m sorry — this is … this 
is my fault. I didn’t think the whole situation through, but, 
please, just, take the ring off until …

BIANCA Until?

OLIVER Until everything has settled. I love you. I want to / marry …

BIANCA What needs to settle?

OLIVER Reagan, she’s all … Messed-up — just … Trust me … 
please don’t read into this …
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BIANCA death stares OLIVER before taking her 
engagement ring off. 

BIANCA We need beetroot dip.

BIANCA pushes the trolley out of the aisle and OLIVER 
follows close behind.

SCENE 4: EASTER SUNDAY
The Kelly family’s kitchen. KRISTY, who has had a little 
to drink, puts on two yellow cleaning gloves, while some 
golden oldie plays faintly in the background. KRISTY 
retrieves a bottle of drambuie from its hiding place and 
drinks a small belt, before opening the fridge door and 
begining to clean the damn thing out. The family dog barks 
loudly outside. 

KRISTY SHUT UP FELICITY!

The dog stops barking. BIANCA enters.

BIANCA Don’t worry about that / Kristy. I can help you clean up in 
the morning …

KRISTY [Startled] Oh … [Has to think about it] Bianca — hi. 
Don’t mind the dog she’s retarded.

OLIVER reluctantly piggy backs REAGAN into the 
kitchen, closely followed by HUGH.

HUGH / All I’m saying is I’m sick of men announcing the fact that 
they have a girlfriend, or something about an ex-girlfriend, 
or their / desire to one day have a girlfriend, two sentences 
into a conversation with me — I mean — am I really that 
threatening? / What’s the deal? 
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REAGAN Give me a D … / Give me a R — shut up alright … / Shud-up.

OLIVER dumps REAGAN on the kitchen counter. 

HUGH If you don’t tell me you’re straight immediately will you get 
sucked into my queer vortex and find yourself sitting on my 
dick in a matter of moments? Is that the reality? / Or do I 
just look rapey?

REAGAN No more pissed, angry, / gay Hugh. 

HUGH I’m sorry but — [to OLIVER] you did it tonight as well!

OLIVER / Did what?

REAGAN Get over it Hugh! I had to put up with, [“adult voice”] 
“what are you doing with yourself Rey — I mean, for a 
career. You can’t live your life forever”.

HUGH And … [“adult voice”] “Rey, have you considered getting 
into — [Hiccup] — floristry? Everyone gets married and 
everybody dies — / hahaha” …

REAGAN [“adult voice”] “Nothing sadder than a childless, 
husbandless woman turning / thirty … ”

HUGH But seriously though Rey / tick-tock, tick-tock …

REAGAN Rey! Said in that quivering tone that goes up at the end —

HUGH [Annoyingly] Rey!

KRISTY [To REAGAN] What have you done to yourself?

OLIVER She fell over her / own chair …

REAGAN I just had a little tumble, ok! No one heard a snap, crack 
or pop. I’ll be fine. Now. I think it’s time for mother’s 
medicine. Drambuie!

KRISTY [To OLIVER] Why does she do this to herself?
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REAGAN Oh, buzz — buzz! I know the answer! [In one breath] 
Because the unrelenting forward momentum of life has 
exhausted and bored me beyond the point of caring, so 
much so that I can’t bear to be present in my own life, 
so I numb myself with drugs and alcohol to avoid any 
sense of shame or regret … Am I right? Have I won the 
showcase? Drambuie!

KRISTY [To OLIVER] Where’s your father?

REAGAN Where’s the drambuie?!

The dog barks loudly outside.

BIANCA What’s drambuie?

OLIVER It’s nothing —

REAGAN You’ve been saying that a lot / tonight. 

OLIVER Felicity be quiet!

REAGAN [Mocking OLIVER] “Felicity … would you please be 
quiet”. [Shouting] SHUT THE FUCK UP FELICITY!

The dog shuts the fuck up. 

HUGH Felicity only speaks bitch.

BIANCA She probably just wants to say hello, should I just go give 
her a pat — I love dogs.

KRISTY The dog’s rabid since Ewan ran her over. 

BIANCA [Delicately] Why did Ewan run Felicity over?

OLIVER It was an accident.

REAGAN Sort of. 

BIANCA Sort of?
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OLIVER It’s nothing.

REAGAN [To BIANCA] When Olly doesn’t want to talk about 
something it becomes “nothing”. Have ya noticed that? 
Did you know about me or did his twin sister fall into that 
category of unspeakable nothings?

BIANCA Oh course I … I knew Turtle had a sister / obviously. 

REAGAN Twin sister —

HUGH Is it true you tried to murder him in utero?

REAGAN If that were true do you think we’d be having this 
conversation? Think about it. [To BIANCA] So … Bianca? 
What’s with this “Turtle” thing?

BIANCA / Oh that …

KRISTY Rein it in Reagan Kelly.

REAGAN I’m just making conversation. 

OLIVER Time for bed Reagan.

REAGAN But we haven’t done that family thing when we tell the new 
girlfriend embarrassing stories about you.

OLIVER Oh no, what a shame, another time. Bianca’s tired —

BIANCA Who said I was tired? I want to see his naked baby pictures 
… That came out wrong. 

REAGAN Ok — ok — ok, let me think —

EWAN enters the kitchen. 

EWAN Hey-hey! Party in the kitchen!

KRISTY Ewan, take the dog for a walk around the block, she’s 
having a panic attack. 
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EWAN She just wants to join the party in the kitchen —

REAGAN Dad, we need you — I’m trying to think of a traumatic, 
humiliating, character forming, childhood memory 
about Olly.

EWAN Jeeze … like, a story?

REAGAN Yes … a story —

EWAN How about the time he was six and he played that game 
of footy with no undies on? Everyone coped an eyeful of 
his willy. 

REAGAN [Cackling] Yes … ! 

OLIVER Thanks dad —

REAGAN And he was so bad at it … ! No one would even pass him 
the ball he was that bad —

OLIVER How do you remember this stuff?

REAGAN How could I / forget?

BIANCA Nawww, my poor / little Turtle. 

KRISTY Not all sports, he was quite good at volleyball. 

BIANCA Really? We’ll have / to play sometime. 

REAGAN I know! Prancing about on the sand like a gymnast —

KRISTY It takes a lot of fitness to move around on the soft sand 
like that. 

OLIVER It’s ok mum. [To REAGAN] We done? Game over? I’m 
embarrassed. Now / go to bed. 

REAGAN [Sports announcer] “Look at our Oliver Kelly gracefully 
leaping up and spiking that volleyball!” 
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HUGH [Sports announcer] “Oliver Kelly, moves with the finesse 
and style of the late, great Margot Fonteyn. It’s like ballet 
on Broadbeach” —

OLIVER How about the time Reagan lost her job at Hungry Jacks 
for showing up two hours late, and still drunk …

REAGAN That was two years ago and it doesn’t count. We’re talking 
early childhood —

The dog barks loudly outside. 

OLIVER Are we? Sorry I didn’t know that. So I guess I can’t bring 
up how Reagan Kelly, the great all rounder, fucked about 
doing an arts degree for five years, dropped out and didn’t 
even graduate. Not to mention being totally unemployed 
for, what is it now, six months?

BIANCA Everyone is just having a little fun Turtle. Relax. It’s / ok …

OLIVER No! You’re not allowed to take her side —

BIANCA “Not allowed”?

OLIVER That’s not what I … whatever — it’s nothing. 

REAGAN Alright. Peace. Truce. Warm, happy, family time … I’m 
not even going to bring up the time mum caught you ass 
raping your teddy bear —

OLIVER SHUT UP FELICITY! [The dog stops barking] What 
about the little melodrama you put mum and dad through 
earlier this year? 

HUGH Wow — time for bed Rey …

OLIVER Living back at home with mum and dad after seven years 
of persistent failure. Grow up Reagan. Nobody cares … 
And walk the fucking dog. 
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REAGAN That’s what I like to see Oliver … Somebody else stepping 
well over the line for a change.

HUGH [Helping REAGAN up] Up we get … 

REAGAN Wait, wait, wait … Bianca. Come here. 

BIANCA What?

REAGAN I just want to give you a hug. 

BIANCA Oh! Right.

BIANCA smiles awkwardly, looks to OLIVER who shrugs, 
before timidly approaching REAGAN. REAGAN embraces 
BIANCA tightly for several moments before whispering 
something into her ear. 

REAGAN [Kisses BIANCA on the cheek] Remember what I said …

OLIVER What did she say?

REAGAN Shh — shh … It’s our secret. [HUGH escorts her to the 
exit] Bonne nuit. 

HUGH and REAGAN exit snickering.  

BIANCA Actually, I am getting a little sleepy —

KRISTY We’ve setup the spare bedroom for you both. It was lovely 
meeting you Bianca. 

BIANCA We’ve met.

KRISTY Pardon?

BIANCA Good night. 

BIANCA and OLIVER head towards the spare room. 
KRISTY resumes cleaning out the fridge. 
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EWAN Well, up to that little moment … I think tonight went 
pretty well … Cleaning the fridge out aye?

KRISTY … Yes. What is it?

EWAN Nothing.

KRISTY Ewan … I’m eliminating the excess clutter in the fridge in 
order to reduce stress and you / being here …

EWAN That’s a kooky thing to / do.

KRISTY And you being here isn’t helping. 

EWAN Well … what are you stressed about then?

KRISTY [Starts taking items out of the fridge] Skim milk that’s been 
out of date for two days … Wilting brown and black iceberg 
lettuce … Beetroot dip — and look at this this! — leftover 
chili con carne, which frightens me because I can’t remember 
the last time I made Mexican, and … Eight — count them — 
eight partially empty bottles of tomato sauce …

EWAN Put the eight together and you’ve got a full bottle. 

KRISTY Go on Ewan. Do it. Now. Put the eight of them together 
you domestic wunderkind. 

EWAN Alright, I see your point. 

KRISTY That’s not everything … I’m giving you ‘til the end of this 
week to bug bomb the house or else — I’m … or else I’ll 
call the exterminator.

The dog starts barking loudly again. 

EWAN Don’t call the exterminator! He’ll rip us off blind!

KRISTY My kitchen is not a hotel for cockroaches!

EWAN I didn’t realise you were scared of / a few bugs …
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KRISTY I’m not, they just disgust me — Jesus! [Calling out] Shut 
up Felicity!

EWAN Did you notice I fixed the sink cupboards — you’ve been 
asking me to fix them for months and I’ve fixed them and I 
was wondering if you even noticed? I’m trying to fix things 
up around here. 

KRISTY I know you are … but it’s the same as everything else you 
try and fix — the cupboards, the back door, the garage, 
everything — by the time you actually get around the 
fixing the damn thing everyone else has already learned to 
live without it. 

KRISTY seems to be on the verge of tearing up. EWAN moves 
towards KRISTY as if to comfort her but instantly retreats. 

EWAN What’s wrong? Nothing to be stressed about — I’ll just 
get the bombs on Monday and kill all the little fuckers. 
[KRISTY begins to blubber inelegantly] If I knew the 
cockies were such a fuckin’ problem I would’ve — I don’t 
know … I’d have made sure I … Kris are you … are you — 
err — havin’ a cry?

KRISTY Yes! What does it … look like I’m doing.

EWAN I thought so, I just wanted to be sure … Did you want a hug?

KRISTY Since when did we hug?

EWAN Well did you want to talk about it?

KRISTY I want to dispose of the eight entirely redundant bottles of 
tomato sauce from the fridge. 

EWAN You’re blowing the fridge thing way out of proportion Kris. 

KRISTY throws the yellow gloves at EWAN. 

KRISTY You. Fucking. Moron!
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EWAN Just tell me what the fuck it is then! I can’t help you if you 
just want to be a miserable old bitch — 

KRISTY It’s you!

EWAN I thought we were talking about the fridge —

KRISTY It’s not about the mother-fucking fridge! [Reins it in] Ok 
— no — that’s it — we’re not fighting like this, ever again 
… This can’t come as a surprise … 

EWAN So you’ve trumped me? 

KRISTY What?

EWAN You’ve played your trump card — you’ve trumped me.

KRISTY I don’t know what the hell you’re talking about.

OLIVER enters. 

EWAN So, that’s that then?

OLIVER What’s going on?

KRISTY I’m just trying to convince your father to walk the dog and 
bug bomb the house. 

OLIVER Come on dad, you can do that. 

EWAN Right. Sure. First thing tomorrow …

KRISTY / Well …

EWAN / Alright … Looks like —

KRISTY We’re off to bed.

EWAN Make sure you turn the lights off. 

KRISTY and EWAN exit. OLIVER takes a moment, before 
he switches one of the lights off. HUGH enters.
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HUGH I appreciate that she can be a bloody monster a lot of the 
time, and I don’t know you and you don’t know me, but 
you stepped / right over the line …

OLIVER I know, I / know …

HUGH No! Let me finish. I understand this isn’t my place, it’s just 
she’s like a sister to me / and when …

OLIVER She is my sister —

HUGH Yeah, I know, but — 

OLIVER Twin sister.

HUGH Yeah, you’re right. You’re her brother and I’m, well, I’m 
not, but … Sorry, I’m not good at conflict. 

OLIVER Me either. 

HUGH Ok. Well, you shouldn’t have brought that up.

OLIVER You’re right. That was wrong. 

HUGH Good. Ok … Well, good night. 

OLIVER I was just going to have another drink … in case you… 

HUGH No. I’ll let you get some sleep. Last to leave, again, well 
done Hugh, well done …

OLIVER Come on. Have a drink. Have some drambuie. [Opens the 
sink cupboards and produces a bottle of drambuie] Did 
you want some?

HUGH I better head home.

OLIVER You’re not seriously thinking about driving are you?

HUGH I can still feel my cheeks — I’m fine. 

OLIVER Have you ever had drambuie before?
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HUGH No actually. I’ve had everything else, but not this … What 
does it taste like?

OLIVER What?

HUGH Drambuie?

OLIVER pours two glasses. 

OLIVER Oh yeah — well, you know, I’m not really sure. I think it’s 
like a whiskey or something and it’s kind of sweet, but still 
got a punch, and there’s a bit of spice in there — I think 
they put honey in it, or is it … no, I think it has a note of 
— err — honey … But yeah, it tastes like drambuie. 

OLIVER hands HUGH a glass. 

OLIVER Just have a sip. 

HUGH Sure …

OLIVER Well … cheers. 

They chink their glasses. OLIVER immediately skulls his 
drink, whereas HUGH takes more of a tiny sip. 

HUGH Mmm … that’s — err — that’s good … Tastes like 
drambuie … I hope Rey hasn’t choked to death on her own 
vomit. 

OLIVER knocks back another belt of drambuie. 

OLIVER Should we be worried / about that?

HUGH No, I was just being … tasteless. Tasteless joke. 

OLIVER Oh, right … Hahaha — that’s — that’s funny. 

HUGH I should really / get going …

OLIVER reaches out and touches HUGH’s cheek. 

OLIVER Can you still feel your cheeks?
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HUGH Yes — I’ve — I can. I’ve still got, you know, partial 
sensation in my cheeks. 

OLIVER Feel mine —

HUGH Pardon?

OLIVER Just feel my cheeks. I want to see if I can feel them.

HUGH You’re not planning on driving anywhere are you?

OLIVER No —

HUGH So there will be nothing to be gained. 

OLIVER Come on.

HUGH I better not.

OLIVER Why not? Don’t be stupid — it’s just an experiment.

HUGH An experiment?

OLIVER Sort of.

HUGH What kind of experiment?

OLIVER An experiment about what happens to my cheeks when 
I’m pissed — what do you think?

HUGH Then why didn’t you just say so.

HUGH touches OLIVER’s cheek. HUGH’s hand lingers 
there for too long. OLIVER reaches out and touches 
HUGH’s cheek awkwardly. They’re frozen for a moment 
before they briefly make eye contact and look away. They 
look back at each other and then it’s on. What starts out 
as a modest kiss, turns into a pash, before it eventually 
descends into a drunken slobbering. The dog barks loudly 
outside. It takes a moment for them both to realise how 
much noise the dog is making. A light comes on somewhere 
inside the house. 
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 SHUT UP FELICITY!

HUGH and OLIVER pull away from each other. 
BIANCA enters.

BIANCA It’s dark in here.

BIANCA switches the lights on and the dog gradually stops 
barking. 

BIANCA I was just going to say hi to Felicity, give her a bit of love. 

OLIVER Yeah, I think she’s — she’s fine.

HUGH She seems to have calmed down — right? She isn’t — 
[imitates the dogs bark].

BIANCA [Nervous or polite laughter] Oooh! Wow! Hugh, that’s —

HUGH Right, I’m off — leave on the laugh Hugh, leave on the laugh. 

BIANCA Nice meeting you Hugh!

HUGH Yes! Really nice to, yeah, alright. G’night!

HUGH gets out of there. OLIVER smiles at BIANCA 
before switching some of the lights off.

OLIVER [Calls out to the dog] You alright Flick? [To BIANCA] 
She’s fine. She’s just gone crazy. Old dog just losing its 
mind. But, you know, she’ll be dead soon …

BIANCA Something wrong?

OLIVER No … You ok?

BIANCA Do you know what your sister said to me?

OLIVER Don’t believe a word she says. 

BIANCA She said that we’re perfect for each other and that I’m 
going to fit right in.
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OLIVER Right. [Smirks] That’s out of character. 

BIANCA Turtle …

OLIVER Yeah …

BIANCA It’s nothing … Let’s go to bed …

OLIVER turns the lights off. 
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ACT TWO: ANZAC DAY LONG-WEEKEND
SCENE 1: SATURDAY

GUY’s bedroom. It’s very late. GUY is recording a video of 
himself for his YouTube channel. The camera is connected 
to a T.V. and displays what he is recording.

GUY Hello YouTube. It’s ‘That Guy’ here again. I’m Guy and 
thank you for tuning in for another food review. First cab 
off the rank is my food review of Cadbury’s Curly Whirl. 
[A knock at his door] As always with my food review we 
start with the packaging, and … [There is another knock 
at the door] Come in. [REAGAN enters]. You came.

REAGAN Sorry, I’m a, little / late. 

GUY I wasn’t sure you were coming. 

REAGAN Here I am.

REAGAN switches the camera off. 

GUY I looked your name up by the way.

REAGAN What?

GUY That sounded creepy. 

REAGAN Reagan?

GUY That is your real name right?

REAGAN Yes. Why?

GUY It’s unusual. You know, it stands out. 

REAGAN People have it … What does it mean — I don’t know. 

GUY Get this, it means “child of the small” and “little ruler”. 
Two totally different meanings for the same name — how 
cool is that?
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REAGAN What about Guy? What does that mean?

GUY [Grins] I don’t know, means “dude” or something … I 
forgive you by the way.

REAGAN For what?

GUY For cancelling on me four times in two weeks … Kind of a 
bitchy move. 

REAGAN I’m just a bitch because everyone else is a cunt … You really 
think I’m a bitch?

GUY Honestly? Yeah a bit … So, why is everyone else a “beep”. 

REAGAN [Hides a smile] Did you just “beep” yourself?

GUY Is that a smile?

REAGAN [Smiling] No!

GUY Do I detect the tiniest chink in your bullet proof armour?

REAGAN Yes. Alright. It was funny. Ha-ha. 

GUY Well, I’m feeling pretty proud of myself … Tell me something. 

REAGAN What?

GUY Tell me something. Anything. What are your hobbies and 
interests?

REAGAN Preying upon nineteen year old boys that I meet at gay clubs.  

GUY New hobby?

REAGAN Relatively … Would you believe in high school no one 
was more brilliant than me? I was one of those gifted and 
talented ass holes. An absolute kiss-ass. Debate champion. 
On every committee — didn’t matter what — I was totally 
indiscriminate and desperate to please. I was … err — I 
can’t stand thinking about myself back then. 
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GUY What happened?

REAGAN Why do people always think something happened? 
Everyone always asks and I feel like I should say I had an 
abortion or lie about some death in the family.

GUY Why don’t you?

REAGAN I did! Once. This girl I used to know from high school. She 
kept trying to “save me” every time we bumped into each 
other at parties. So, I was drunk and sick of the whole thing, 
so I lie and say I was fondled by my uncle just this once … 
She called me every night for a week and then started telling 
me all her shit, and I mean, no joke, life dragged this poor 
girl through the gutter. Long story short things just got really 
fucked up and socially strange … Tell me I’m a sociopath.

GUY You’re a sociopath. 

REAGAN You’re not saying something.

GUY What?

REAGAN You’re doing that face people do when they don’t want to 
say something.

GUY I’m just processing — this is my processing face. 

REAGAN Say something.

GUY turns on his camera that is connected to the TV, takes 
out his phone and sets the timer before looking at REAGAN. 

GUY One minute. Full disclosure. You say things. I say 
things. You ask me questions. I ask you questions. No 
consequences. Ends after a minute. You game?

REAGAN Absolutely.

GUY You sure?

REAGAN Are you … ?
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GUY starts the timer. 

GUY I sit down to pee more than any man should. I … actually 
like chick flicks — not all of them — I have some taste. I’m 
not enrolled to vote. I never vacuum anything. I wish I had 
a / bigger nose …

REAGAN Smoking does make me feel cool. I wish I had the guts to 
try heroin.

GUY What about meth?

REAGAN Nah, not sexy enough. 

GUY I steal my housemates’ multi-vitamins and lie about it 
every time they confront me. 

REAGAN I hate pregnant women.

GUY I hate urinals —

REAGAN You sure you’re not gay?

GUY Doodles make me feel uncomfortable.

REAGAN Point taken. 

GUY I love popping pimples.

REAGAN I love giving strangers directions —

GUY Really?

REAGAN Totally! For a few moments I know exactly what I’m 
supposed to be doing. 

GUY Pepsi or coke?

REAGAN Who gives a shit?

GUY Why / do you …

REAGAN Worst childhood —
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GUY Ladies first …

REAGAN Worst childhood memory?

GUY Heavy.

REAGAN The minute’s almost up dick head …

GUY Mum going to hospital —

REAGAN Cancer?

GUY I wish. She went nuts for a bit …

REAGAN What does / that mean … ?

GUY She adopted over fifty ex-battery hens and changed her 
name to Adiva Queen Kakawu —

REAGAN Fuck off!

GUY I’m not joking. My turn. Why are you still living at home? 

REAGAN I’ve been out of home since I was 17, but late last year I 
wrote a suicide note, tried to kill myself, but I couldn’t 
go through with it … Mum, obviously, received my letter 
before I could, you know, reverse everything, and … Yada-
yada-yada. Therapists, doctors, the whole circus — I still 
maintain the fact I didn’t go through with it is a testament 
to my sanity that should be rewarded.

GUY Why’d you try to kill yourself?

The timer goes off. 

REAGAN Time’s up Guy.

GUY Tell me anyway.

REAGAN I was … I woke up, turned on the TV and watched fifth-
teen minutes of morning television, and I thought, “well 
fuck this”.
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GUY Seriously?

REAGAN No … But, you know, it was definitely an influencing factor.

GUY Fair enough … How’d you try and do it?

REAGAN Pills. Panadol. Take one it does next to nothing. Take two 
maybe you’ll feel less of a headache. Take three you’ll start 
to feel better. Take a pack you might feel nauseous, dizzy, 
experience cramps. And, if you take a pack and a half, well, 
that’s when the seizures and hallucinations kick in, before 
your liver starts to bleed.

GUY How many did you take?

After a pause, REAGAN begins to cackle to herself.

REAGAN [Between a gasps a laughter] Three … Just, three …

REAGAN laughter reaches the point of mania before 
taking a sharp dip and descends into deep sobs. 

GUY Oh shit — shit — shit — what did I do? Did you need a 
Panadol?

REAGAN sobs louder and abruptly leans forward and 
kisses GUY, her body quivering slightly. GUY lets REAGAN 
sob for several more moments before he gently begins to 
sing ‘My Funny Valentine’ by Chet Baker acapella. 

 [Forgetting the lyrics] I don’t remember the next line.

REAGAN laughs and looks up at GUY smiling. 

 [Singing] Reagan Kelly tried to commit suicide. She took 
three pills and it didn’t work. 

REAGAN laughs again and their eyes comfortably lock 
into one another 
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SCENE 2: SUNDAY
HUGH’s living room. Something up tempo and camp plays 
in the background, as HUGH potters about wearing a silk 
kimono dressing gown, preparing a pot of tea and a plate 
of biscuits, singing along to the words occasionally. Once 
the tea is in order HUGH retrieves a small bag of pot, rolls 
a joint, lights it and starts to relax, if only a little.

HUGH [Calling out] I’ve made some tea … It’s called Buddha’s 
tears … I didn’t think Buddhists were allowed to cry. [Sips 
his tea] Ooo! That’s actually — it’s actually really good. It’s 
like, floral or something. Taste like potpourri. 

OLIVER enters wearing a similar, shorter silk dressing 
gown kimono.

 [Delighted] Yassss …

HUGH bows politely to OLIVER who bows back. HUGH 
out does OLIVER by bowing even lower.

OLIVER Can I have some?

HUGH Hmm … ? Oh! Yes, sure. Help yourself. 

OLIVER I mean, the err —

HUGH Oh! Right. Sorry. [Passes OLIVER the joint, he takes a drag 
and passes it back] What made you choose ‘Silky Jones’?

OLIVER You name your kimonos?

HUGH No, that’s a joke … It is, believe me. Really. Well, sort of … 
This hole just keeps getting deeper, say something. 

OLIVER I don’t know, it’s a bit short —

HUGH Did you want me to get you another?

OLIVER You’ve got so many of these things —
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HUGH I do! It’s slowly growing into a small hoard and big 
problem. [OLIVER’S phone vibrates and he checks it] Do 
you think one day they’ll pull me from my house, buried 
waist deep in kimono paraphernalia?

OLIVER Maybe. Why kimonos?

HUGH It’s just this thing that I do … What about you … ? Do 
anything weird?

OLIVER [Very agreeable] Oh yeah…

HUGH Such as?

OLIVER Right … Err … I’m a big walker … I like to walk places. 

HUGH Right, walking, that’s so fucked … [Adjusting his silk 
dressing gown] It’s just a hobby, these kimonos, nothing 
that weird about it really … well, it’s a bit, strange — is 
strange worse than weird? 

OLIVER I don’t know.

HUGH Let’s go with odd then. ‘Odd’ is sort of delightful I guess. 
[Awkward pause] How’s the Mrs?

OLIVER We’re not married … Sorry. My throats really dry, / 
could I …

HUGH That’s what the tea is for.

OLIVER I’m in a kimono. 

HUGH Yes. 

OLIVER And we’re doing this. 

HUGH It’s done —

OLIVER What’s it like?
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HUGH Huh?

OLIVER What’s it like, being you?

HUGH What do you mean?

OLIVER Being so … what am I saying? You know what I mean. 
Being the way you are —

HUGH The way I am?

OLIVER You’ve decided haven’t / you?

HUGH Decided … ?

OLIVER That you’re — that you’re going to … that this is how you 
want to live your life …

HUGH Yeah … I guess I have.

OLIVER So what’s that like?

HUGH What are you actually asking me? What point are you / 
trying to make?

OLIVER I’m not making a point —

HUGH Then what are you asking?

OLIVER I’m not sure — I’m just … I don’t know. Maybe there isn’t 
more to it other than the — other than the … obvious.

HUGH I don’t know … are you talking in terms of … well, of 
course you are. I’m not the person you should ask — I’m 
a rare breed of homosexual: the white rhino in a world of 
meerkats and, chimpanzees?  

OLIVER What … ? No — you’re not — you know … You’re, fun. 

HUGH My being “fun” isn’t about being gay, it’s just a healthy 
gender expression — what am I saying … ? I don’t know 
… What’s it like being me? I was at The Beat, well over a 
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year ago, with Reagan probably and there were these Gogo 
Boys dancing on the — err — bar, you know, hot guys 
with a dozen abs prancing around in footy shorts … well, 
they weren’t quite prancing, they just sort of … pulsated. 
And, get this, before they brought the Gogo Boys out the 
bartenders were handing out Monopoly money when you 
bought a drink, so that when they did come out, people 
could stuff the fake five hundred dollar bills into their 
crotches … And they all ran to the bar you know; young, 
old, it’s didn’t matter … They all scurried to the bar waving 
their fake five-hundred dollar notes around, worshipping 
these sexy guys, with a million and one abs … I don’t know 
what I expected … Sometimes I guess I feel like I’m the 
only guy who raises an eyebrow and goes ‘really … is this 
what we’re doing’? 

OLIVER Thank you.

HUGH For what?

OLIVER Telling me the truth.

HUGH No, no — that’s not the truth. That’s just me and my 
bullshit. There are happy gay people out there, somewhere, 
shopping at expensive grocers or inside their condos 
dousing themselves in anti-aging cream — I don’t know! 
We’ll all be married soon anyway, which is a lovely step 
forward that I personally couldn’t give two shits about. 
Stop! Don’t listen to me, I’m just … I’ve just got to find a 
nice pansy and we’d go places, markets, matinees … Saunas. 

OLIVER Well, if I were gay I’d go for you.

HUGH [Moves away from OLIVER] You should go. 

OLIVER / What?

HUGH Time to leave Olly. 
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OLIVER But I — what’s wrong? I thought … you know, I thought 
we were having a good time … I’m having a good time — 
it’s not just a — not just a sex thing. I do like you.

HUGH Ahh! Well, I like you too Oliver, but there is more to 
consider than our “amicable feelings” towards one 
another — please! You should just leave pronto.

OLIVER Why?

HUGH Because after the brutality of sodomy I feel clingy and 
vulnerable … ! Please. Pants on. [OLIVER stands and 
lingers on the spot] What are you doing?

OLIVER I don’t know where my pants are. 

HUGH, flustered, begins to search about the room 
looking for pants, while OLIVER starts to eat from the 
plate of biscuits. 

HUGH Oh, this is bad, this is very, very bad!

OLIVER Why are you so tense all of a sudden? I’m flustered.

HUGH You’re flustered?! I’m trying to keep this neat.

OLIVER Neat?

HUGH Yes. Clean cut. Sectile. Meat straight off the bone. A 
tidy scalping. 

OLIVER Calm down. It’s the pot. Have a biscuit. 

HUGH It’s not the pot — I’m not the answer for you. I’m not just 
fragile, I’m already broken. Just because I can crack a joke 
and I dress up in silky nightgowns, doesn’t mean I can 
guide you down the river Styx into the bowels of Sodom. 

OLIVER What the fuck are you saying?

HUGH If you stay we’re going to have to have sex immediately. 
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OLIVER [With a mouthful of biscuit] What? Right now?

HUGH Within the next quarter of an hour, yes. Actually, I’m going 
to need half an hour, maybe more, but that’s not the point. 

OLIVER That’s ok … Why do we have to, you know —

HUGH Have sex? It’s a self-preservation thing. You do want to 
canoodle don’t you?

OLIVER Yeah.

HUGH Then stop being difficult. Now, off with the kimono.

OLIVER [Delighted] You’re totally nuts —

HUGH [Covering his ears] La-la-la-la-laaa! No more talking. 
Can’t hear it anyway. [Uncovers his ears] Now, open 
your kimono …

OLIVER Fine.

OLIVER undoes the tassels of his kimono and twirls 
one playfully.

HUGH Don’t twirl those — it’s culturally insensitive. 

OLIVER spits a mouthful a mushed up biscuit into the 
palm of his hand.

OLIVER Eat my biscuit. 

HUGH Excuse me?

OLIVER [Extends his hand] I want you to eat. My. Biscuit. 

HUGH steps forward, looks at the sticky partially 
masticated biscuit sticking to OLIVER’s fingers, before 
licking the tiniest bit up. 

HUGH There I / ate your biscuit …

OLIVER How does it taste?
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HUGH I don’t know … [Licks again] Sweet, and … [Licks again] 
chocolatey, I guess …

OLIVER Eat it.

HUGH There’s actually a plateful of / biscuits just behind you … 

OLIVER [Firm, direct, irresistible] I said eat my biscuit. 

HUGH Ok, ok, ok … 

HUGH licks every last morsel off OLIVER’s hand, leaving 
a trail of mashed up biscuit all over his face. OLIVER 
sucks the biscuit off HUGH’s nose. 

OLIVER You ready to go again?

OLIVER opens his kimono and exits. 

HUGH [Nods] … This is going to end terribly for me.

HUGH collects the remaining biscuits off the table and 
follows after OLIVER.

SCENE 3: MONDAY (ANZAC DAY)
Indian restaurant. REAGAN, KRISTY and EWAN at a 
table. KRISTY proudly wears her ushanka. Bollywood 
music plays faintly in the background.

REAGAN Aren’t you hot wearing that?

KRISTY No. Has Oliver replied to our text yet?

EWAN He probably went to the old place.

KRISTY opens the wine and pours herself a glass. BIANCA 
and OLIVER enter the restaurant. BIANCA is wearing her 
engagement ring. 
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EWAN There they are. Olly! Oliver! Hey! Over here! Oliver! 
[BIANCA and OLIVER approach the table] Olly!

OLIVER Yeah dad … we see ya. 

BIANCA Kris … ! Hello / Ewan!

KRISTY Bianca, good to see you again — again — haha. Sorry I 
only booked for four.

BIANCA I feel terrible for springing in on you all again — you must 
be sick of the sight of me.

KRISTY No! Don’t be ridiculous. [Some kind of secret gesture to 
EWAN] The more the merrier.

OLIVER grabs BIANCA a chair. 

OLIVER Sorry about the other night. I was going to come round 
just to say hello — surprise you both — but I bumped into 
this old friend from uni, then we had a few drinks and I 
just, you know, couldn’t … Bianca said she came by though 
and you had some pizza?

KRISTY Paper thin crust that / melts in your mouth.

BIANCA Melts in your mouth.

EWAN Right, what were you drinking. [Reading label] We’ve got 
saw-vin-gon blank and a shiraza. 

BIANCA Oh fudge! We actually bought some bubbly with us. Turtle, 
I think we left the champagne / in the boot. 

EWAN Nah, it’s alright, drink our piss. I owe you for the pizza. 

BIANCA Oh sure, maybe later. I just, really, felt like champagne. We 
kind of splashed out and bought something pretty fancy. 
Do you have the keys to the car Turtle?

OLIVER I can get it. Don’t worry.
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BIANCA No, I’ll get it, it’s fine. 

BIANCA exits to retrieve the champagne squealing. 

REAGAN Oh, what a gal …

The Kellys look at each other for several awkward moments.

KRISTY It’s probably been years since I’ve last had champagne. I try 
and stay away from it. Goes straight to my head. 

REAGAN It actually doesn’t “go to your head”. There’s a valve, 
somewhere in your system, that delays your body’s ability 
to process alcohol, but, when you drink champagne, the 
bubbles basically put pressure behind this valve, causing it 
to expand and as a result you get drunk faster. That’s why it’s 
a deadly idea having a glass of champagne at the end of the 
night, because when that valve expands, you’re liver will be 
flooded with everything else you’ve been drinking. Moral is, 
if you get enough pressure behind something, things can get 
messy in no time. 

KRISTY pours everyone at the table a glass of wine. 

EWAN Where’d you hear that?

OLIVER Reagan, you’re smart, but, think about it, where is this “valve”?

REAGAN Use your imagination — it’s just like this tiny little valve the 
size of a five cent piece, I don’t know, near your liver.

KRISTY You’re beginning to sound like an alcoholic Rey. 

REAGAN Oh, go drink some drambuie …

The Kellys all laugh and seem to be taking some pleasure in 
each others company. 

KRISTY Look at that. It’s just us four.

EWAN Yeah, you’re right — just the old gang. 
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REAGAN This is weird. 

OLIVER I know right … Why is that?

KRISTY I don’t know … 

GUY enters the restaurant with BIANCA in tow. REAGAN 
spots him out of the corner of her eye. 

EWAN But, I suppose it makes sense that champagne would go to 
your head — those bubbles are flying up into the air — it 
just seems logical that they’d instantly shoot up to your 
head, to the brain, in the skull …

REAGAN stands abruptly, her chair scratching against the 
floor. GUY turns his head and spots her. REAGAN sits down 
immediately after briefly making eye contact with GUY. 
BIANCA returns to the table with the champagne. 

OLIVER Let it go dad. She’s was just talking shit. 

EWAN But I like talking shit. 

GUY begins to approach the table. 

GUY Hey! Rey … Fancy seeing … How are you feeling?

REAGAN [Too defensive] How am I feeling? Fine — I’m feeling fine, 
better than ever … How are you feeling?

KRISTY immediately introduces herself to GUY, shaking 
his hand. 

KRISTY Hi, I’m Kristy, Reagan’s mother. [To REAGAN] Who’s this?

REAGAN It’s no one, just a coincidence. 

EWAN leans across the table and shakes GUY’s hand.

EWAN Ewan, Reagan’s dad. [In reference to BIANCA] And keep 
eyes off this one aye, she’s my son’s girl. 
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BIANCA Nice to meet you. I’m Bianca. Sorry, I didn’t catch your name?

REAGAN It’s no one. It’s just a / guy …

GUY Guy. 

EWAN What we waiting for? Want me to open the champers?

BIANCA Actually … [Takes OLIVER’S hand] There’s something we 
have to announce … [Waiting for Oliver] … Olly?

OLIVER What, sorry?

BIANCA I’ll … It was such a great joy meeting you all over Easter. Olly 
had told me so much about each of you and how funny and 
kooky and cute you all are and it was just so lovely and nice 
to finally … see the faces to the names — I mean, put faces 
to the names and names to the faces if that makes sense … 
[Nudging OLIVER] Turtle, help me out here. 

OLIVER Yeah, so — umm — it’s great that you know each other, now 
… because it’s good, to umm, make friends, with everyone …

BIANCA coyly raises her wedding finger for all to see her 
engagement ring. 

KRISTY Oh my God … ! You’re …

EWAN / What?

KRISTY [A little too excited] Congratulations!

EWAN [Last to get it] Holy shit! You’re tying the knot?

OLIVER Yeah dad, asked her a few weeks ago and she said, she said 
she was up for it —

BIANCA I said “absolutely”! But I wanted to meet you all first before 
we said anything / just so …

OLIVER Just so it wasn’t weird or anything —
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KRISTY Of course! You had to make sure we all weren’t a bunch 
of freaks. 

BIANCA Right … ! Now he just needs to meet my family.

KRISTY pulls out her phone and fiddles with it.

EWAN Thought he was acting a bit nervy lately. He’s never had a 
decent poker face. [To OLIVER] Can’t keep a secret aye Olly?

KRISTY [Hands OLIVER her phone] How do I put this stupid 
thing on the camera function?

OLIVER You don’t have a camera phone mum.

GUY [Holding his phone] I’ve got it. 

KRISTY Who are you? Oh! Sorry! Rey’s boyfriend!

REAGAN He’s not my boyfriend!

GUY takes out his phone. KRISTY kisses both OLIVER 
and BIANCA on the cheek. 

KRISTY So happy for you both! I had no idea. I had hoped that 
you would eventually because you both seemed so sweet 
together at Easter, but — oh! Give me another hug.

KRISTY hugs them both. EWAN shakes OLIVER’s hand. 

EWAN Good on ya Olly.

GUY Everyone squeeze in.

They all pose for the photo: BIANCA and OLIVER in the 
middle, KRISTY, EWAN and REAGAN to the sides. 

GUY Everyone say cheddar cheese!

BIANCA Cheddar cheese!

OLIVER / Cheddar cheese.
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KRISTY / Cheddar cheese!

EWAN / Cheese!

GUY takes the photo. Flash!

GUY Hold it. That’s beautiful. One more for luck. Work it — 
work it — work it!

Flash!

 Sensational! The last one of you looks great Rey —

KRISTY Now how do we put that on Facebook?

OLIVER You don’t have Facebook mum. 

GUY I’ll message it to you Reagan and she can pass it on to you.

KRISTY That’s very considerate / of you Guy …

REAGAN [To GUY] Alright! That’s it! Enough! Time for you to go.

EWAN Hang on … ! This guy should join us?

REAGAN Guy’s busy — Guy’s got to go — Guy’s Guy — ergh — Guy, 
what are you doing here?

GUY Hey, I come here all the time —  

REAGAN Yeah, right. Guy’s got to go.

GUY [To the table] Great restaurant right?

REAGAN Guy’s got to leave. Don’t you Guy? Your takeaway / is 
probably ready. 

GUY Yeah … My takeaway is probably almost … well … it’s 
been nice meeting you all … and congratulations. 

GUY returns to his seat in the waiting area.  

KRISTY You should really have invited him to stay. 
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REAGAN Oh Jesus! Please! Happy engagement you little love birds. 
You certainly didn’t waste any time did you Olly?

KRISTY I know I only met him for a few moments but he seems / 
like a keeper.

BIANCA He was cute. Don’t you think Turtle?

OLIVER What?

EWAN We could have the weddings on the same day and save a 
few dollaries!

BIANCA Oh, I’m not sure about that.

KRISTY [To Bianca] Never listen to him … It’s easier that way. [To 
REAGAN] So where did you meet that lovely young man? 

REAGAN Let’s talk about anything else. Dad! What’s new with you?

EWAN Actually, seeing as though we’re on the subject of 
announcements — your mother and me wanted you both 
to know that we’ve decided to get a divorce. 

KRISTY EWAN!?

EWAN What? That’s why we were having this dinner isn’t it?

KRISTY I can’t believe I even have to explain this to you. “The 
more the merrier” — didn’t you get that you dickhead! 
“The more the merrier”, as in everyone’s grate-crashed 
our fucking dinner and now’s not the time to tell the kids 
that we’re separating! [To everyone else] And it’s not the 
reason we’re having dinner. Well, it was, is, but … in a 
different context. [Pours herself more white wine] It was 
going to very casual and decent and loving. I wanted to tell 
you both that we can start having those family meals on a 
Sunday like we used to. I wanted you both to understand 
that we can still do things as a family even though …
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REAGAN Even though we’re not a family?

OLIVER You’re not serious right? This isn’t actually … I can’t believe 
you’re doing this, now.

KRISTY I didn’t plan for it to happen like this, but, Olly, your father 
is an imbecile. 

EWAN What’s the difference! It’s happening.

REAGAN Whose decision was it?

EWAN / It was …

KRISTY It was a mutual decision. And it’s not a divorce —

EWAN Isn’t it?

KRISTY We’re separating for the time being and maybe …

OLIVER Maybe?

KRISTY And maybe we will. 

BIANCA holds OLIVER’s hand. HUGH enters the 
restaurant and begins to approach the table. 

HUGH [Nervy] Hello! Sorry! I’m late! I had to stop for fuel at 
this petrol station, but I didn’t have enough money on 
my card, so I had to transfer some cash online, but I was 
off the 4G grid for some fucking reason, blah-blah-blah! 
[Small breath; to KRISTY] Lovin’ the hat Kris … ! [He 
gets a chair] Rey invited me. [To everyone] Hey! It’s me. 
Again. I need to get friends. Sorry … that sounded mean 
… Bianca! Hey! [Awkwardly kissed BIANCA on the 
cheek] How are you … ? Hi. Yeah … Rey gave me a call 
this morning and I thought, ‘what the hell’? I haven’t done 
anything remotely social all weekend. I brought wine! 
Three for thirty — couldn’t help myself. [To REAGAN] I 
think I see a friend of yours in the takeaway area Rey … 
What happened here?
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REAGAN Mum and dad are getting a divorce —

KRISTY Separating.

HUGH Oh … Right … Ok … My parents got a divorce when I 
finished high school, and, well, I turned out … reasonably 
ok. Didn’t I? I don’t like thinking about myself. 

REAGAN And these two are getting married.

HUGH [Sharp] What … [Grim] Right … [Chipper] … Ok!

HUGH stands lingering on the spot, unsure of his next move. 

OLIVER Are you going to sit down?

HUGH I haven’t decided. 

OLIVER What?

HUGH sits down. 

EWAN Well, I think I owe you all an apology, for … I guess I 
misinterpreted the situation … [The conversation has 
died] Actually, I’ve just got one more rather special 
announcement.

KRISTY [Sharp laugh] Ha! Oh … Ewan. 

EWAN Once, we — err — finalise everything, I’m quitting my job, 
moving up north and I’m going to buy a banana farm.

OLIVER Oh fuck — what?

EWAN A banana farm! I’m going to grow bananas.

BIANCA / Incredible …  

OLIVER As in, like a — err — investment property?

KRISTY Ha! Oh / no!
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EWAN Nah. I’m going to run the farm myself — may need to 
hire some folk to — err — assist with the running of 
things, but, primarily, it will be my property. It’s always 
been a dream of mine. I’m sick of living in this bloody 
city, in fact, I never really wanted to live in any city at 
all but your mother insisted — anyway … I’m going to 
buy a property, quit my job, move up to — err — up 
north somewhere, somewhere near Cairns, someplace 
like that, and I am going to grow bananas … and that 
is, what I’m going to do. You’re all welcome to visit 
whenever you want — hell! Rey. If you want you could 
move up with me! You could get a job at the local or 
something. There are some good blokes up in far north 
Queensland. Authentic, un-politically correct kind of 
fellas — you like that real kind of stuff don’t ya?

REAGAN Bananas?

REAGAN bursts out laughing. The rest of them slowly join 
in, some more sensitive to EWAN’s feelings than others. 

OLIVER That’s really … that’s really exciting dad.

EWAN [On the defence] Thanks son. It is exciting. I’m excited. 

HUGH Not planning on cooking meth out there Ewan?

EWAN [Not getting it] No! Ba-na-nas. I want to grow bananas —

HUGH [Muttering off] Yeah! I know, sorry, just a — oh, don’t 
worry about it … Actually, I just remembered, I already 
ate. Full. Big lunch —

BIANCA You ok Hugh? You look upset?

HUGH Really? No — it was just such a big lunch. It’s the lunch! 
[To OLIVER] It’s that hole again. 

EWAN What hole?
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HUGH It’s nothing B1! [Grabs the wine; To OLIVER and BIANCA] 
Well, congratulations on the, arrangement — engagement. [To 
KRISTY] I’ll see you all later — and Ewan, “she’s got it, baby she’s 
got it” … Bananarama? Venus … No? Nothing? I’m going. 

REAGAN [Grabs HUGH’s hand] Hugh, please! Stay. I need you. 

HUGH pulls away from REAGAN and exits. 

EWAN So how about it Rey?

REAGAN I can’t believe I’m saying this, but, I’m not rusticating up north 
with my recently divorced / father …

EWAN / Rusta-what?

KRISTY Separated —

REAGAN My recently divorced father to work on a farm and grow bananas.

EWAN I was saying you could get a job at the local pub —

REAGAN Whatever … ! Either way I want to move out again, so …

KRISTY Do you really think that’s a good idea?

REAGAN I think it’s a fucking fabulous idea.

OLIVER You don’t even have a job.

REAGAN I can get a job … I’ve worked everywhere — what are you even 
saying — of course I can / get a job —

REAGAN reaches into her bag, pops two panadol and washes 
them down with her wine.

KRISTY I don’t think you’re ready — what were those?

REAGAN “Ready”? Of course I’m ready — I’ve been ready — I was ready! 
I’ve done it all before — what are you even — what are you 
even talking about?
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KRISTY I can’t wait to try the palak paneer. 

BIANCA Maybe I should go get the waiter —

REAGAN The Kellys getting too crazy for ya?

OLIVER Don’t speak to my fiancé like that.

REAGAN OH! I mustn’t speak to the “fiancé” / like that. 

KRISTY Were those Panadol?

REAGAN I’ve got a headache —

KRISTY Hand them over —

REAGAN Packs empty. All gone. It’s fine. I’ve just got a headache. 
Ok? Is that alright / with you Kristy?

EWAN We’ve just got to let Reagan do what she wants. 

REAGAN / Thank you.

KRISTY / What?

EWAN [To KRISTY] Not like that. But we’ve gotta let her take 
some responsibility for herself. [To REAGAN] Obviously 
you’ll need to get a job before moving out, I won’t be able 
to support you once your mother takes all my money, but 
you should be right, you’ve got plenty of experience. 

KRISTY [Deep breath] It’s been less than two months. 

EWAN Maybe we overreacted. Nothing really happened —

KRISTY “Nothing really happened”? Really? You think nothing 
really happened? [To BIANCA] There was a note! A five-
page rant left on the kitchen counter. I rush over to her 
house / and she’s locked herself in the …

REAGAN But I didn’t do anything —
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OLIVER Alright, everyone, we’re in public —

REAGAN What do you even want from me? I moved back home, you 
all treat me like I’m as fragile as an infant half the time, if 
you’re not gang-banging me with your opinions! Of course 
I’m depressed, my life has been carjacked!

KRISTY Even if it was all one big cry for help, I’m answering it and 
this is the / help you’re getting …

REAGAN Three! I took three … ! I just took two — is that a suicide 
attempt? Did I just attempt suicide at dinner? Where is this 
fucking waiter!

KRISTY If you’re leaving home you have to see a professional / 
again. I don’t know what their opinion will be, but, you 
need some extra help. 

EWAN Nah! Those con-artists just want your money. Come up 
north Rey — the bananas will do ya good! 

REAGAN I’m not the / crazy one!

KRISTY What do you want? What can we possibly give to you that 
we haven’t already given!

REAGAN I just want something real in my life.

EWAN Something what?

REAGAN Real. 

KRISTY What does that mean? What does that nonsense even mean? 
Your father and I did everything to ensure your happiness 
and this is what we get. We did everything we could. And it 
was enough for you at one point in time. All we ever wanted 
was for you and your brother to just be happy. 

REAGAN Well, job well done —
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KRISTY Don’t be sarcastic / with me Rey … Yes you are / I’m not 
going to escalate / this any further … / I think we should 
order some pakoras to start …

REAGAN I’m not being sarcastic / No I really mean it, good job! / Go 
mum! / Take a bow … 

BIANCA I don’t know about you guys but I need a drink. [To 
OLIVER] Did you hear that? I’m starting to sound like a 
Kelly already. 

BIANCA removes the foil on the champagne but REAGAN 
snatches the bottle out of her hand, stands and begins to 
shake it relentlessly.

OLIVER You’re / embarrassing yourself. 

EWAN Come on Rey, sit down, you’ve made your point. 

REAGAN I have an announcement. 

KRISTY Please sit down.

REAGAN Just one last announcement … I’m moving out, again, 
effective immediately. 

OLIVER [Scoffs; smirks] Yeah, ok.

REAGAN What’s funny?

OLIVER Come on … You’ll be back at home in a week.

GUY begins to exit the restaurant holding his takeaway in 
a plastic bag.

REAGAN [Calls out] Guy … ! Guy … !

GUY [Taken aback; confused] Oh, right — yeah, I’ll see ya later. 

REAGAN I’m coming with you.

GUY What? Alright … Why?
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REAGAN Shut up. 

REAGAN places the champagne bottle on the table with 
her hands on the cork.

 And one last thing — eyes on the bottle — watch it — 
watch it — watch it — GO FUCK YOURSELVES!

REAGAN pops the cork. Champagne splatters all over the 
table. She storms triumphantly out of the restaurant with 
GUY in tow. 

Intermission.
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ACT THREE: THE NEW YEAR’S DAY LONG-
WEEKEND
SCENE 1: SUNDAY (NEW YEAR’S EVE)

A long-haul economy class flight back from Japan. OLIVER 
has his headphones in watching a movie on the screen in 
front of him, while BIANCA flips through a Japanese bridal 
magazine. OLIVER seems to be having real trouble getting 
comfortable. He pats, punches and rearranges his pillow 
trying in a million different attempts to get comfy.  

V/O [In Japanese] Good evening passengers. We are now 
soaring at fifty-thousand feet and will be arriving in 
Brisbane Australia in approximately four hours. For 
the comfort of all passengers on board we will now be 
dimming the cabin lights. Thank you and good night. 

BIANCA switches on the reading lights, as the cabin 
lights dim. 

OLIVER This pillow, is seriously, fucked. 

BIANCA Ask the cabin boy for another one. 

OLIVER No, that’s weird —

BIANCA How is that weird? 

OLIVER I’ll seem difficult.

BIANCA Did you want me to ask?

OLIVER No. Of course not. 

BIANCA Then put up with it.

OLIVER Everyone else got a proper pillow.

BIANCA Everyone has the same pillow.
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OLIVER I don’t think we do. Look at them. Everyone else is 
nodding of comfortably on their perfect pillow. 

BIANCA Then ask for another one.

OLIVER I can’t —

BIANCA Then put up with it — what do you want Turtle? What? 
How should this situation play out? Hmm? It’s not good 
enough to complain about something unless you intend 
to do something about it. You either make peace with 
your pillow and move on or you do something proactive 
— you get me? Take action! It’s not good enough to just 
sit around whinging about something when you can 
easily fix it. 

OLIVER I’m sorry, I’m being, difficult … I shouldn’t have drunk 
that can of hot coffee in the terminal …

BIANCA switches the reading lamp off, puts the magazine 
away and prepares to fall asleep.

BIANCA Turtle?

OLIVER Yeah?

BIANCA I — err … I was thinking I should ask Reagan to … I think 
I need to ask Reagan to be a bridesmaid, but … do you 
think she’d …

OLIVER Well you can ask —

BIANCA I think I’ll ask / and …

OLIVER And if she says no —

BIANCA At least this way we’d have asked. Good. Glad you get it … 
I was thinking we should send the invitations out in late 
January, which gives us a month to work out the guest list.
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OLIVER Right, that should / be enough time …

BIANCA Reagan is going to probably bring Hugh as her plus one isn’t 
she? I can’t see things lasting very long between her and Guy.

OLIVER I don’t know. They’re living together. 

BIANCA But if they broke up she’d bring Hugh, wouldn’t she?

OLIVER I hadn’t thought about it.

BIANCA Well, she probably would, wouldn’t she? Makes sense. She’s 
done it before.

OLIVER You’re probably / right …

BIANCA If that happens … I think she should bring someone else. 

OLIVER Someone else?

BIANCA Someone else instead of — instead of Hugh. 

OLIVER Sure —

BIANCA I just don’t … I just don’t think he likes me very much and 
he seems to provoke something / in your sister. 

OLIVER Yeah. Totally fine. I’ll talk to her about it. 

BIANCA One more thing.

OLIVER Yeah?

BIANCA If you’re … if you have any doubts about … about doing 
this, tell me before we send the invites out.

OLIVER Of course I don’t have any doubts —

BIANCA I’m just saying, if you do, tell me before we send the invites 
out, ok?

OLIVER My family is stupid and I’m sorry, but I / can’t help that …
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BIANCA For once I’m not talking about your family … There’s 
something you’re not telling me, and … Don’t tell me, don’t 
not tell me, I don’t want to hear anything from you right 
now, I just … I’m crazy, I’m going / crazy, I’m crazy …

OLIVER Bianca, I love you, I want to marry you, it’s just that simple. 

BIANCA You’re really lucky Olly — do you know that? I spent my 
life halfway between Japan and Bangkok, Hong Kong, 
Johannesburg, Sydney, Adelaide and Brisbane, God knows 
where else … Stockholm for six months. My parents had 
to move with work all the time and that was just my life, 
and they love me, you saw that, but they work a lot, that’s 
what they do … You belong somewhere Turtle. So what if 
that’s in Brisbane and your “stupid” parents drive you nuts, 
you belong there. You belong to a place and the people 
who live there. Not everyone gets that. I want to belong to 
you and your stupid family Oliver. Don’t ever forget how 
much that means to me. [A few tears] Oh — shit …

BIANCA retrieves a tissue, sniffles slightly but holds it 
together.

OLIVER What is it?

BIANCA It’s just being on this flight reminds me of how much I 
wanted everything I have right now.

OLIVER switches the reading lamp of and tries to fall back 
asleep, leaving BIANCA with the bridal magazine in her lap.
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SCENE 2: SUNDAY (NEW YEAR’S EVE)
GUY’s bedroom. REAGAN comes through the door, wearing 
a neat black ‘sales girl’ outfit and tosses her bag onto the bed.  

REAGAN Rich women are bored ogres! Who in their right mind 
would walk around a shopping centre, day after day, trying 
on perfume. “Ms … what does this one smell like”? Is that 
an actual question? Just smell it. That’s what it smells like — 
Guy! Where are you?

GUY [Calling from off] Getting changed! I hear you. Customers / 
are fuckwits. 

REAGAN “Which is the one Cate Blanchett wears”. What? “Which is 
the one Cate” … it’s like, come on lady, I heard you, you’re 
just talking such shit I need a moment to process. [REAGAN 
rummages through some bags of shopping that GUY has left 
on the bed] “I need a new scent for the new year” … Do you 
think people ever stop acting ridiculous on New Year’s … ? 
[Grabs a bag of new sports clothes] What the hell are these?

GUY comes into the bedroom wearing a sharp and sexy suit. 

GUY I joined the gym, they’re gym clothes, so I can, you know, “lift”. 

REAGAN Where are you going mister?

REAGAN and GUY share a small kiss. 

GUY Dress nice, I’ve made a booking.

REAGAN How official … Why did you join the gym?

GUY I’m trying to … I don’t know, impress you. 

REAGAN Well I’m already impressed, so please, don’t become one 
of those …

GUY is beaming and it stops REAGAN in her tracks. GUY 
leans in and pecks her on the lips.
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GUY That’s the nicest thing you’ve ever said to me. 

REAGAN Really?

GUY Come on, booking’s for six.

REAGAN I say nice things all the time —

GUY Like what?

REAGAN Last night when you downloaded ‘Silence of the Lambs’, I 
told you it was a great choice.

GUY Well, sorry I forgot about that moment of purple prose. 
Come on! Get ready, we’ve got to go. 

REAGAN Fine, I’ll bite. Where are we going?

GUY That fancy Indian place we met.

REAGAN We met at a gay club Guy. Oooh, The Beat on New Year’s, 
let’s / go there instead …

GUY No, Rey, dress off!

GUY begins to pull at the zipper of her work uniform and 
REAGAN playfully resists. 

REAGAN [Helpless woman] Unhand me lover!

GUY [Mad chauvinist] Shuddup woman! I want you to put your 
tightest dress on and flirt / with my boss …

REAGAN Oh, you do that well!

REAGAN puts her hand inside GUY’s jacket and embraces 
him. They kiss some more and REAGAN runs her hands 
over GUY’s back and chest, her hands still inside his jacket. 

GUY Reagan … the … the booking …

REAGAN [Facetious] Oh no! The booking.
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After a moment, REAGAN feels something inside GUY’s 
jacket pocket and she stops kissing him. 

GUY [Incredulous] What?

REAGAN There’s something in your pocket.

GUY It’s my lighter —

REAGAN You don’t smoke —

GUY I’ve taken it up.

REAGAN You made me quit!

GUY moves away from REAGAN.

GUY Seriously, you need to get ready. 

REAGAN What’s in your pocket?

GUY Nothing, it’s …

REAGAN Empty your pockets. [GUY pulls out most of his pockets] 
Don’t make me ask … [GUY takes a small jewellery box 
out of his jacket pocket] Open it.

GUY opens the box to reveal a modest yet nonetheless 
pretty ring. REAGAN is frozen for a moment, before she 
tries to undo her zipper, with a slight madness.

REAGAN [Muttering; pulling at the zipper on her dress] Right … 
Well, I need to get out of this dress. When did you say the 
booking was? Six. If we scoff it down we might be able to 
get to The Beat, and, see, Hugh … This zipper is jammed! 

GUY [Taking a step closer] Rey —

REAGAN Why does this zipper always fucking jam!

GUY Let me / help …

REAGAN Stay over there … Stay put …
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REAGAN retrieves a coat hanger after a brief search and 
she tries to use it to pull the zipper down. REAGAN drops 
to the ground and tries to pry to zipper loose by rubbing 
her back against the floor. 

 Get off!

The zipper eventually comes free and she removes her dress.

GUY It’s just a promise ring —

REAGAN A what?

GUY You know, a, commitment, ring … thing.

REAGAN Guy, your brain hasn’t even fully formed yet, let’s just 
forget about whatever you had in your pocket and resume 
the arrangement. 

GUY What is the arrangement?

REAGAN I don’t want to discuss the arrangement. The arrangement is 
built on the fact that we don’t discuss it. It’s like Fight Club.

GUY Do I make you happy?

REAGAN We’re not talking about that —

GUY Well, I’m asking …

REAGAN What does it matter? 

GUY You make me happy …

REAGAN Good. Great. Glad to hear we’re both feeling good …

GUY I just …

REAGAN What?

GUY I want to know what this is?

REAGAN Ask someone else Guy because I don’t know.
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GUY Fine. Forget about it. Forget it ever happened … Let’s just 
go get some dinner. Indian — yum … 

GUY puts the ring away. 

REAGAN No Guy —

GUY Italian then! That little pizza place in Toowong.

REAGAN It’s too late —

GUY Then let’s get shit faced on goon and eat a Valley kebab —

REAGAN You’re turning / into them —

GUY Stop deluding yourself … ! This is not about getting 
married —

REAGAN You admit it! It is / a proposal …

GUY Or a mortgage, or having kids — this is just me making 
the foolish mistake of saying that I want to be with you. 
Because, for some reason, I think this can work. You want 
this Rey. I just know it.

REAGAN Do I?

GUY Drop the act Reagan.

REAGAN Say I say yes … What then?

GUY Who cares … !

REAGAN You can’t be serious.

GUY I am … I mean it. Who cares? Maybe all of this is just — I 
don’t know — a bumper car ride. Maybe we’re just supposed 
to drive around in circles smashing into one another until 
the ride stops all too soon. What’s wrong with that?

REAGAN Did you want me to leave? Is that what this is?

GUY I’ve been asking you to stay since we met …
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REAGAN takes her time collecting a few of her things, 
however she doesn’t seem able to find something.

 What are you looking for?

REAGAN finds her purse and chucks it in her bag. 

REAGAN Everything was fine, I was … I was feeling good.

GUY I just wanted to say I like driving around with you 
smashing into shit …

GUY passes REAGAN the jewellery box, she opens the box 
and looks at the ring for a moment. 

REAGAN Big fucking deal, Guy … Big fucking deal.

REAGAN stuffs the ring in her bag and exits. 

SCENE 3: SUNDAY (NEW YEAR’S EVE)
OLIVER, followed by EWAN, KRISTY and BIANCA walk 
into the Kelly’s stripped kitchen; all the appliances, fridge, 
cutlery and so on have been packed away into storage boxes. 

BIANCA I don’t recognise the place.

OLIVER Where is everything? Mum?

KRISTY That’s what we wanted to tell you —

EWAN Get ready for this!

KRISTY Your father and I —

EWAN You’re going to love it —

KRISTY Have decided to take an extended holiday.
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EWAN We’re packin’ on up and hittin’ the road tonight! Gonna 
be crossing the border into New South Wales at midnight 
probably. Romantic right? All that’s ahead of us is the wide 
open road and bacon and eggs for breakfast.

OLIVER paces about the kitchen, looking for some signs of 
how it used to be.

OLIVER But I thought you were separated. 

KRISTY It’s in the past.

EWAN [Translation; c’est la vie] Say - la - voo.

OLIVER But …

KRISTY What? Did you want me and your father to split up?

OLIVER Well, no, but … What does Reagan think?

KRISTY We’ve haven’t exactly told her. Do you mind filling her in? 
Also, there’s a box of her stuff upstairs that she’ll need to 
pick up at some point.

OLIVER I don’t get any of this? What about the banana farm dad?

EWAN What about it?

OLIVER “What about it”? You were out of your mind excited / for 
months …

EWAN That’s right Olly, I was out of my mind — dreams, dreams, 
stupid dreams — what good are they? Besides, we’ve got 
the van now. 

OLIVER Are you going through some kind of crisis?

EWAN Not crisis, break through. We’re cashing in the long-service 
leave, packin’ up and goin’ around Australia in the camper 
van. Grey nomads or whatever they call ‘em. Some serious 
R and R and maybe a bit of S-E-X with the wife. 
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OLIVER Dad —

EWAN What do you think Bianca?

BIANCA Well … I guess, sex is an important part of any 
relationship —

EWAN Nah, about the camper van, you nympho. [To KRIS] Right, 
Kris … should we do this now? [To OLIVER and BIANCA] 
We’ve got a surprise for you both — a double whammy!

KRISTY An early wedding gift of sorts —

EWAN Don’t worry though you’ll still get some plates or kitchen 
shit from us on the day, but … 

KRISTY Seeing as though Ewan and I are going to be, well, off the 
grid for awhile, we thought you both might appreciate a 
little bit of a head start in your new life.

OLIVER What is it?

EWAN [Throws a set of keys to BIANCA] You’re both getting the 
house! Live here, rent free, save some money and if we ever 
come back you both can shuffle along, hopefully with a fair 
bit of mulala in the bank. 

KRISTY Look at the key ring.

BIANCA [Looks at the key ring] Oh look! It’s the photo from the night 
we announced our engagement. [Shows OLIVER] Look. 

OLIVER What?

BIANCA Turtle! Are you hearing this?

KRISTY You with us Olly?

OLIVER I don’t know what to say.
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EWAN Well, start with thank you, then you can move on to 
shameless ass-kissing. Piss in my pocket Olly, piss in my 
pocket. Right-o! We’ve got to bug bomb this place — gotta 
have the place lookin’ alright, no bugs and shit before we hit 
the road. 

KRISTY begins to clean the kitchen table with the spray 
and wipe. 

BIANCA I don’t know what to say … This is going to change our lives. 

KRISTY Now feel free to use anything you like - I’ve just packed 
everything up so you can make the place a bit more 
Bianca. Is that alright? 

BIANCA Of course … ! Please don’t clean that Kris, you’ve done 
more than enough.

KRISTY [Cleans vigorously throughout] I like cleaning. I’m not 
talking about housework — real, heavy-duty, disinfecting. 
Chemicals. Gloves. The smell of bleach. They way it can 
burn your hands … I thought it’d be different though, after 
we separated. I thought there’d be something for me. Some-
thing inside me would reemerge and I’d be able to follow 
that … I thought he was keeping that from me for years. 
Now, I’m not so sure. Who knows? Maybe it was never there 
at all, because, well, I barely remember what that felt like. 
[Admires the whole kitchen] Look at that, fucking perfect.

BIANCA You must love him though? Right … ? You do love him, 
don’t you?

KRISTY What does that have to do with it? [The dog barks loudly 
offstage] There she goes again!

After a pause EWAN chucks BIANCA and KRISTY each a 
bug bomb. 

EWAN Right-o! Let’s blow all these little shits up! Got everything. 
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KRISTY Wait! [Retrieves the drambuie from its hiding place] Right. 
Let’s blow it up Ewan. 

BIANCA, EWAN, KRISTY and OLIVER each find a space 
and put their hands on the bug bomb cap, ready to rip 
them off. The dog starts to bark loudly again. 

EWAN Ok! On the count of three just rip the cap off the can. 
Right-o! Corners, corners, corners. [They all move to a 
corner] One … / Two … 

BIANCA What about Felicity?

EWAN You don’t mind looking after her do ya … ? Three! 

They each rip the cap off the bug bombs and dart out of the 
house. The dog continues to bark. 

SCENE 4: SUNDAY (NEW YEAR’S EVE)
HUGH’s apartment. HUGH is wearing one of his kimonos, 
laying on the couch, listening to something camp and 
tragic, wearing a trashy gay club outfit under his favourite 
kimono. HUGH rolls over and opens what could be 
his second bottle of white wine. OLIVER enters with a 
wrapped present under his arm. 

OLIVER I’m back.

HUGH Oh, don’t look at me, I’m too pathetic right now. [Turns 
the music off] Shouldn’t you be with what’s her face. New 
years and all that. 

OLIVER I can never tell how drunk you are.

HUGH It’s New Year’s Eve, what does it matter. 
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OLIVER It’s good to see you.

HUGH You didn’t even knock, I could have been doing things, I 
could had someone over.

OLIVER Well do you?

HUGH Oh go fuck yourself you merciless, kamikaze faggot. 

OLIVER I bought you a present.

HUGH Did you … ? What is it?

OLIVER [Hands HUGH the present] Open it. [HUGH opens the 
present up to reveal a extraordinarily vibrant silk kimono] 
Do you like it?

HUGH It has a certain Fran Drescher appeal to it. 

OLIVER: Try it on. [HUGH takes off the kimono is currently wearing 
and puts the new one on] … Listen, I don’t think I’ll be able 
to come round here much anymore. You know, I’m getting 
married / soon, and, you know …

HUGH Yeah, yeah, yeah, you did this last time, before you left 
for Japan. Not to mention the time before that when — 
oh, what was it — around September when you thought 
Bianca was looking through your phone. There were other 
moments when you thought we needed to “cool it”, but I 
can’t remember, I’m feeling a little foggy …

OLIVER I know, I’m an asshole, but I had to come round and tell you 
that it’s really over this time. I didn’t want it to all happen like 
this, but … this is the situation we’re in and I just want you to 
know that, you shouldn’t feel guilty or anything.

HUGH’s phone vibrates on the table, it’s an actual phone call.

HUGH And I don’t. I mean, you’re the one I had to chase off my 
doorstep every second night.
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OLIVER Well, good. Who’s that?

HUGH presses ignore on the call.

HUGH Jealous?

OLIVER What? No.

HUGH Don’t you get it. Every time I see you it’s like I’m strapped 
to an electric chair. You talk to me. Zap! You smile. Zap! A 
yawn. Zap! It’s agony … ! Guilty? You’ll need to carry that 
on your own. 

OLIVER Maybe I should just go? [Approaches the door] Listen, 
Hugh, this isn’t the end of the world, you’ll find someone 
else. Someone who’s … someone who’s like you. 

HUGH Come on, spare me the pity, I’m the one who should be 
condescending to you. Get out of here.

OLIVER What do you want me to say?

HUGH Nothing. I don’t want you to say anything. You can just 
leave with your lie and it’s over.

OLIVER I need to know you’re going to be ok?

HUGH Since when was that a major concern of yours? Come off 
it. Time to leave.

HUGH’s phone starts to ring again.

OLIVER I keep fucking up, ok, I admit it. I do it to myself, I’ve 
brought this all upon myself. I keep fucking things up and 
I don’t know how to get out of / this situation without … 

HUGH Jesus! Fuck! Just get out — go, go, go, go, go! [Takes off his 
kimono and throws it at OLIVER] And take your fucking / 
ugly kimono!

OLIVER No! I want you to have it!
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REAGAN enters through the front door, cigarette dangling 
out of her mouth, holding a bottle of something, looking a 
bit drunk and dishevelled. 

REAGAN Knockity-knock-knock … ! Answer your fucking phone 
Hugh. [To OLIVER] Oh! It’s Turtle. What are you doing?

HUGH He was looking for you.

REAGAN Right … Do you normally sit around on new years getting 
blotto in your underwear? 

HUGH [Puts on his previous kimono] Sometimes. 

REAGAN [To OLIVER] I saw Bianca out front but the windows were 
up so I don’t think she saw me see her. Next time you leave 
her in the car you should probably crack the window just a 
little bit. 

HUGH Really? [To OLIVER] Really?

REAGAN How was Japan?

OLIVER Good, made it back just in time for New Year’s … You look 
like shit? Where have you been?

REAGAN Drinking in the botanical gardens. I needed some fresh 
air! [Takes a swig from the bottle and puts her smoke out] 
Wait, hold on, why are you here?

OLIVER I was just — I was looking for you.

REAGAN Why … ?

OLIVER Mum and dad have bought this enormous van and they’re 
going around Australia.

REAGAN What happened to the divorce?

OLIVER I don’t know. It didn’t take. 
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REAGAN They failed at marriage, they failed at divorce. What kind 
of monumental disaster of a partnership is this … ? What’s 
happening with the house?

OLIVER That’s why I had to find you … They’ve left a box of your 
stuff upstairs, so you might want to get that …

REAGAN Is someone else moving in?

OLIVER Yes … Mum and dad gave me and Bianca the house.

REAGAN What do you mean? I live there. 

OLIVER You haven’t lived there for months.

REAGAN My stuff ’s there. 

OLIVER And you’re going to need to come by and get it. [Chucks 
REAGAN the keys] Might as well pick it up yourself. Sooner 
rather than later, if you could. You’re still living with Guy — 
aren’t you, right? Well, all good. You guys probably want to 
kick on soon, so I’ll get going. Happy New Years and all that —

OLIVER moves towards the door. 

REAGAN Hang on … What’s happening here?

Neither HUGH nor OLIVER seem to be able to respond 
at first. REAGAN piercingly watches them both for quite a 
number of painful moments until …

 [Burst of laughter] … Oh my fucking God - NO WAY! 
[Another freer burst of laughter; delighted] I can’t believe it —

REAGAN cackles in a series of delighted and disgusted squeals. 

OLIVER What’s funny? 

REAGAN Since when?

HUGH Easter —
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REAGAN Easter! [More laughter] And I thought I wasn’t going to 
have a really good laugh this year. Easter!

OLIVER I don’t know what either of you are on about.

REAGAN Oh, come off it! Cat’s out of the bag pissing on the carpet. 
Wait, have I just uncovered a big secret? Am I that person? 
Am I in a moral predicament? And I was getting so blue 
about this year.

HUGH Well I’m glad you find it funny.

REAGAN [Grinning] Is this an affair?

OLIVER / No!

HUGH Yes! And it was just the sex — you know — just a neat 
operation … Until …

REAGAN Until?

HUGH It just happened —

REAGAN What happened … ? Oh, Hugh … I didn’t know you had 
any real feelings left. [She sits with her thoughts for a 
moment] Well, you were always very neat Oliver. [Lights 
another cigarette] Hang on — wait up … Why is Bianca 
out front if you’re in here fucking Hugh? You both aren’t 
very good at this. 

HUGH [To OLIVER] You’re unbelievable — you’re actually 
totally psychotic. 

OLIVER Hugh, I can —

HUGH Explain? Explode? Throw-up?

OLIVER What?

HUGH I make it nice and clear for a change — you are a bad 
person. You really are. And you just keep getting worse. 
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OLIVER You don’t mean that. [To REAGAN] We’ve just got to keep 
this to ourselves alright. We / just need to … 

REAGAN [Smirks] What, is, Bianca, doing out front?

OLIVER That’s actually none of your business.

REAGAN You disgust me. What you’re doing to Bianca is disgusting. I 
/ am disgusted.   

OLIVER You don’t think I’ve thought about that —

REAGAN Why propose in the first place? What are you doing? And 
you call me selfish —

OLIVER I’m not going to be called selfish by you. 

REAGAN To be honest Olly, selfish isn’t such a bad word, considering 
the circumstances. Seriously, where’s the gratitude? Bianca 
worships everything about you. 

OLIVER Your whole life has been one desperate cry of ingratitude —

REAGAN [Screams] AAAARRRRGGGGHHHH! Is that what my life 
is? [Screams again] AAAARRRRGGGGHHH! Was that the 
“desperate cry of ingratitude” you were describing, because, 
we can do another take?

HUGH Is the screaming really necessary? 

REAGAN Stay out of this.

OLIVER You’re nuts — we’ve had it so good Rey, so many people 
have had it harder than us, and you’re the one who’s the 
ungrateful, selfish, out of control mess. 

REAGAN Who?

OLIVER What?

REAGAN Who? I’m not disagreeing with you, I was just wondering 
who you had in mind?
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OLIVER I don’t know —

REAGAN Then think. Who, has it, harder, than us?

OLIVER People —

REAGAN Such as?

OLIVER People — I don’t know — people in Africa. We have jobs, a 
house, family, security —

REAGAN Do we? And do we have all the things we think they mean? 
All of this, it’s a trap. I’m stuck behind a giant trapdoor 
and everything you claim we have is blocking, barricading 
me from getting out — it’s suffocating in here! All of it! 
It’s all such crap! The clothes, the car, the family, friends, 
mortgages, credit cards, all of these things sit heavy on 
the other side of this trapdoor, and no matter how hard I 
throw myself against it, nothing budges — not even a little 
bit. What’s so great about that Oliver? The first world is the 
basement of reality and I want out! I’d kill all of you just 
for the chance to run free in the African savannah being 
chased by lions, gunmen, dodging land mines, manic, 
starving, frenzied, dying of dysentery one day then feasting 
the next, around a bonfire, my mouth dripping with the 
blood of elephant meat and my ears pounding with the 
sound of drums! I can’t stomach standing in these living 
rooms listening to people tell me how I should be feeling 
and how grateful I should be when I barely feel alive! I AM 
SO BORED! Boredom isn’t the privilege of the rich, it’s 
the symptom and it’s murdering everyone’s desire to live 
… You’re a sadist Olly. I may be an ungrateful, unstable, 
selfish slut, but you’re an out of control sadist. 

OLIVER Stop blaming me, this isn’t my fault! I just didn’t want it! I 
didn’t want to join the gym, move to New Farm and buy a 
fox terrier —
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REAGAN Who even cares if you’re gay, it’s “trending” right now, I’ve 
even / thought about it …

OLIVER I don’t want a “gay marriage”, I don’t want to wait on an 
adoption list for a decade, I don’t want to have kids in a 
way that loosely resembles science fiction, I don’t want to 
tell my doctor who I’m sleeping with, I don’t want to go to 
gay clubs, I don’t want to download Grindr, I don’t want 
people reminding me how “ok” they are with “it” and I don’t 
want to defend everyday a tiny piece of space in the world 
that everyone else automatically gets … It’s just sex I’ll be 
missing out on … and, I might miss him, for a while —

HUGH Well, thanks. 

OLIVER I’m reaching for something Rey. I’m reaching for normal. It’s 
what I want. It may seem despicable to you but anything else 
wouldn’t make sense to me. I want what I’ve been promised. 
I want a normal marriage. I want a normal family. I want to 
be normal. Why punish me for that?

BIANCA is standing at the door of the apartment. Everyone 
stares at her as she takes one or two steps inside. 

BIANCA [To OLIVER] Have you done it? [OLIVER approaches 
BIANCA to kiss her on the forehead but she recoils] Is it over?

HUGH Yes … Yes, it’s … Done. 

BIANCA I know what you both think about me. What a loser she 
must be. What an insecure, desperate, loser she must be — 

REAGAN Nobody thinks about you Bianca — 

BIANCA Don’t interrupt me — I’m sick of all of you cutting me off … 
The two of you … Each of you have less than the other, and 
it’s all you’ve got. You have nothing. I want to be with Oliver 
… It isn’t easy, but … It’s what I want — and it takes work. 
I’ve chosen this. None of you would ever do something as 
brave as that. 
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OLIVER [To BIANCA] Let’s go. 

OLIVER tries to lead her out the door but she stands 
her ground. 

REAGAN I was right. You two are perfect for each other.

BIANCA [To OLIVER] Let’s go. 

OLIVER and BIANCA exit. REAGAN grabs HUGH’s full 
glass of white wine and skulls it in one long gulp. 

SCENE 5: SUNDAY (NEW YEAR’S EVE)
Late at night. Fortitude Valley. 

REAGAN Black … Alone. Fortitude Valley. Line for some club. 
And just like that I am back where I started. Security asks 
if I’m by myself. Why should they care? If anyone tries 
to touch me I’ll just glass ‘em … Black … Perch myself 
in the corner of the bar. Take my bottle of red out from 
my bag. Fill my glass. Why can’t I retrieve messages I’ve 
deleted? Glass empty. Fill it again. Write a message. Delete 
it. Glass empty. Fill it. I can’t relate to any of the people 
here. They’re all meat moving on the dance floor. Fleshy. 
Their bodies don’t make sense to me. Each contrived 
ecstatic thrust of their limbs feels like an indignity too 
humiliating to even witness. Glass empty. Fill it … Black 
… Cigarette in my mouth as I watch the mascara melt 
off some girl’s face while she tells me that she’s finally 
going to cut sugar from her diet … Black … Surrounded 
by a clique of hipsters who all think I’m a blues singer 
for some reason as they talk about Billie Holiday, Nina 
Simone and some other names that sound familiar that I 
know nothing about … Black … Sick, damp, stink as the 
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toilet bowl overflows soaking the bathroom floor and I 
know it looks like my fault, but it isn’t — it can’t be — this 
can’t be my fault … Black … Face, sweat and the smell of 
bourbon, lips, teeth, drowning in saliva, tongue, tongue, 
I’m choking on too much tongue … Black … Taxi … 
Meter beeps … Where’s my wallet? How did I get here? 
Am I in the taxi or the club? Which club? Back, think 
back … The fun-sucking pass out tent cunt tells me to 
calm down and drink some water … Meter beeps. Ten 
dollars. Think back … Shards of glass all around me and 
my shoes dripping with pinot … Meter beeps. Twenty 
dollars. Where’s my fucking wallet? Think back … Faces, 
eyes and furrowed brows surrounding me like I’m a serial 
killer on trial and someone in amongst the mob says, 
“aren’t you Reagan Kelly” … Meter beeps. Thirty dollars. 
Think back … Security grabs me, “you can’t drink that in 
here lady”. Resist. Fight. Punch his enormous bicep, “calm 
down you little bitch” … Meter beeps. Forty dollars … I 
don’t have my wallet. Click my ruby red wine stained shoes 
together. Meter beeps. “There’s no place like home”. Meter 
beeps. “There’s no place like home”. Meter beeps. Sixty-two 
dollars and forty-two cents and I’m back. Give the cabbie 
what change I can rustle up from my bag and beg him not 
to be a dick about it …

REAGAN stands alone in the Kelly’s kitchen, everything is 
still packed up in boxes. 

 Nothing in this house smells familiar anymore. Everything 
just smells like dead cockroaches. Reach into my bag. 
[Takes three packets of Panadol out from her bag] Three 
packets of Panadol. [Progressively puts three Panadol into 
her mouth] One … Two … Three … [Pops another in her 
hand] And I put the fourth in my hand and … [REAGAN 
opens a new packet and stuffs as many as she can into her 
mouth before spitting them all out] And I realise for the 
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second time in my life that I’m stuck here. And I think I’m 
a joke. And I’m ashamed that I can’t commit to it. And I 
know I am one of those fucking idiots who just want to 
be happy. And I just can’t help but repeat to myself “just 
feel better”. Feel better. Feel better. Feel, better. Get the 
job, get the house, find a guy short-sighted enough to sign 
a contract obligating him to love you till death do you 
part. Just play along and you’ll soon feel better. No one 
really wants to feel happy, they just want to feel better than 
before. Better: the feeling between miserable to bad, from 
ok to alright, from good to great — it’s the same thing. So 
long as things are on the up, so long as we feel as though 
there’s more for us to have, so long as we think we can 
still feel better … And it’s driving me crazy … Then it hits 
me … [REAGAN begins to pour vodka into the storage 
boxes all over the kitchen] My hands work fast. My mind 
doesn’t even process what they’re doing. I may be drunk 
as hell but it’s the sanest I’ve ever felt. And I set the place 
alight. [Flames begin to devour the kitchen] And the world 
turns red, orange and heat, heat, so much heat. Step back 
and watch the kitchen finally come to light. The fire is 
spreading. Turn back and watch the black clouds spill out 
the front door. It feels as though I should call for help, but, 
instead I decide to, let, it, burn … Black …

Black.
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SCENE 6: MONDAY (NEW YEAR’S DAY)
Early morning. The charcoal ruins of the Kelly’s kitchen. 
REAGAN sits on the kitchen table admiring the view. 
OLIVER enters. 

OLIVER Shit. 

REAGAN Everyone has been coming by to take a look, walking 
their dogs, walking their kids, walking alone — everyone 
wanted to have a peek …

OLIVER Is it because they gave us the house?

REAGAN No. Maybe. I don’t know. Not just yet. I suppose I really 
haven’t done anything. Nothing has really changed. Mum 
and dad will get the insurance. New tiles. New kitchen … 
Felt good though … [Takes a moment to consider things] 
I used to think we didn’t love each other enough. You 
and me, me and mum, dad and me, you and dad, just on 
and on, I felt as though there wasn’t enough love shared 
between us, between anyone. That somehow we were all 
meant to be closer. That’s not to say we don’t love each 
other, it’s just … maybe I’m just greedy — maybe I crave 
more love than I deserve … 

REAGAN hands OLIVER the house keys. OLIVER spots a 
ring on REAGAN’s finger. 

OLIVER What’s that?

REAGAN Oh this. [Holds up her hand] Wrong hand Olly. Wrong 
hand and no boyfriend. No job as of this morning … 
Nowhere to live. [Looks at the ring] It’s pretty though, right 
… ? You know what … I feel better … I feel better … This 
is good … I wish mum and dad could see this. 

OLIVER Look at that. [Watching the sunrise] I didn’t even know we 
had a view outside our kitchen. 
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After a long pause the dog barks outside. 

OLIVER / Shut up Felicity!

REAGAN Shut up Felicity! 

End of play.
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